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It looks now like we might
finish the census sometimes before July 4, although there have
been many days in the not too
distant past when we were not
quite so sure. Frankly, if ever
the day gets here, when we, of
necessity, must turn' over all of
the A-I's, A-3's, etc. (farm questIonaires to you)
feel
we'll
mighty like we've lost the right
arm. Fact of the matter is, things
have gotten to the point where
naturally
our right
arm just
crooks itself to the position of
holding that two-ton portfolio
and the car just
automatically
turns into a side road, even when
we try to steer it down-town on
Lake Street.

Volume Nineteen

10 Pages

NOW READY FOR
City Asked To Give $1000IC
IDUSTRY TVA!
To Defray Health Unit Cost
•
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Don't Fail Youngsters!
Give Generously To
Library Drive

'Oberlin c
lterfield Has
I GO
ce At Senate Post

Remember the importance
you felt as a youngster—when
you got a book from the liOn behalf of the Fulton Coun- the $2100 which the Fiscal Court
brary? You felt one of life's
By Dick Oberlin
Earle
Clements for the Demogreatest treasures became your
ty Department of Health, Harry has been giving, for a total of
Fulton News, Correspondent
cratic
senatorial nomination?
responsibility for a too short
Barry, Sanitarian, appeared be- $5900 in all.
Frankfort
One word answers the question—
The County Fiscal Court has
whilos, and you appreciated the
fore the Fulton
council
City
In
a
recent
conversation
with money! And, one man is ready Ls
agreed to increase its budget to
confidence placed in you.
Harry Lee Waterfield, the Clin- provide the
Monday evening to request
an $2700, Mr. Barry told the Council,
opposition if
the
Don't take this pleasure away
ton
publishers
The
learnNews
money for his race can be raised.
annual appropriation of $1000 by adding that the Fulton County
from the youngsters of today
ed
that
Mr.
Waterfield
is
rethe City to help underwrite the Board of Education had agreed to
Friends of Harry Lee Water—and those of tomorrow, On
ceiving strong urging from all
accelerated medical program of provide $2180, and the Hickman
field of Clinton are these days
Tuesday, May 9, when you are
over
the
State
to
make
the
race
department, which City School Board approximately
the Health
working all over the Commonapproached to donate for the
against Clements. A statement wealth
proposes a full-time health offi- $500. With the City of Fulton, a
of Kentucky, talking with
upkeep of the library sponsorwill
be
forthcoming
about
June
cer for Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle major recipient of the benefits of
poople with money to contribute
so
ed
do
by
Club,
the
1,
Woman's
he
said.
and Ballard counties.
to. political
Weeks
1 such a program, giving $1000, Mr.
Besides having
intermittent
gladly and generously. This
Will there be
opposition to alp, some 40 Campaigns,
increased I Barry stated that he believed the
County's
Fulton
or 50 men met in
flashes of census nausea, things
needed
year's
to
$1000,
goal
is
share of the proposed program balance of the $500 needed could
Louisville's Seelbach Hotel.
rural, have lost
tender
their
employ the librarian and buy
will amount to $3800 more than be obtained for the program.
Waterfield was there and made
meaning. For instance the sight
for the shelves.
books
needed
The City of Hickman and the
it clear at the time that he would
of a pig at one time reminded us
. _
What's more, more shelves are
Fulton City School Board both
be
a'vailable to run against Cleof pork chops. Do they now
needed too.
stated that they were unable to
ments for the Democratic norninyou'll bet your life they don't. If
Mrs.
Egmest
Jr.,
Fall,
chairsupply funds for the
program,
The result of the
ation for Senator if a campaign
the chubby little animal is right
vote,
of man of the Library Department
Barry
fund could be raised. He
Jennings
Kearby,
Secretary
young, we wonder if
of
has
a
effect
course,
constitutes
in
services
secured
the
has
of W.
four
Mr.
stated.
Under the
proposed full-time
the Democratic Executive Com- stuck to that position, and those
months old or younger . .its
. quesmandate under which the Union T. (Bill) Browning as co- mittee of
health
officer
setup,
Fulton
who
attended that original meetFulton County,
tion 25:8. If its fat and muddy,
•
anfor
Mrs. Mozelle Rawls, who
chairman of the drive. Mr.
normally obtain City board of commissioners will,
ing have ever since been out tryare never think of the tnder pork two terms has been honored as County would
Browning has selected a good nounces that all young men and
enpossible
time,
his
earlist
services
the
at
two
days
a
week
usste
ing
sotu
lelosep
orc
u he c
re
women between the ages of 16
roast it might be, but whether president of the auxiliary to the
committee to assist him.
and 40 are urged and invited to
it has farrowed since Jan. 1, and American Legion Post here, was (2-5 of his weekly time), with ter into final negotiations with
to Waterfield
confor
TVA
a
the
officials
of
given
Fulton
one
day
and
Hickcome to Cayce High School on he believes there is a
has the old sag, or whether its elected president of the
First
tremendous,
TVA
the
which
under
tract
man
day,
Barry
one
Mr.
outlined.
Monday night, May 15th at
getting ready to farrow by June 1 District Auxiliary,
8 largely unspoken opposition
which comto
p. m. and participate in organiz- Clements. And he is
. . . questions 274 and 275. Think prises 18 counties. The election In case of an epidemic, or some- eventually will furnish the city
counting on
by
ing a Young Democrats Club for this plus a tight,
we're kidding. You just read that was held when the First District thing of a serious nature requir- electricity, to be distributed
hard-working
he the city, and as a result of which
Fulton County.
questionnaire. What the private organization met here for its an- ing his full attention here,
organization to win him the nomlife of a sow and boar has to nual meeting on Tuesday, May 2. would be here daily for the dura- the generation of electricity by
The Young Democrats Club is ination if the money can be prodo with the national economy, is The new president will be in- tion of such emergency, Mr. Bar- the city-owned plant in the end, A recruiting sergeant represent- the official youth organization of duIcted.
isa-• tar%ail
w
will be discontinued.
ry stated.
'
ing the U. S. Army and The U. S. the Democratic party.
certainly a mystery to us.
stalled at appropriate ceremonies
as Waterfield, of course,
The sooner that Union
Mayor
City
Smith
Atkins
advised
Air
is
Forces
now in
Fulton
at the State
Convention to be
The purpose of the club is to who lost the Democratic nominaMr. Barry that the matter would starts receiving TVA
; electricity every Thursday from 9: a. m. to
Sows and gilts, sheep
and held in Louisville in July.
stimulate in the Young People of tion for governor to Clement in
will
be
sooner
discussed
the
course,
come
of
by
the
council
4:
in
p.
a
m.
U.
at
S.
Old
Post Office.
lambs, .goats, rabbits and
fur
The new honor comes as
a
Kentucky, an active interest in a blistering, hard-fought
and
Enlistments 111 the
animals in captivity aren't the deserving one to Mrs. Rawls. For . private meeting in the next few savings to the city, as the city
Army are governmental affairs,
to increase close primary election back in
days,
from
can
current
electric
buy
and
the
an
amount
appropriatbeing accepted for 2 years and the
only ones who have escaped the many years a faithful member
1947.
And
efficiency of popular govern:
he, too is the
man
TVA at less than half of the cost. up; in the Air Forces for 4 years
eagle (ye gods they forgot to ask of the local auxiliary she has ser- ed at that time.
ment, to foster and perpetuate whose praliamentary
brillance
The Union city Chamber of and up.
about them) eye of Uncle .Sam. ved in many capacities in the
was
the
the
ideals and principals of the
only thing which really
Commerce, with the co-operation
Mules and horses, cows and cal- club. She is the widow of Jack
Women, now eligible for en- I Democratic Party, and to provide snarled up the well-oiled legislaof almost all citizens, has led the
yes and don't forget the heirs, Rawls, a deceased
listment, have been also acceptedi for our people through its admin- tive machinery during the session
veteran
of
campaign for TVA and it was as
bees and honey and on ad infini- World War I. Her brothers, Charin the Service, and are welcome stration, the highest degree of of the General Assembly
which
a result of work of the chamber
tum. Prize question of all we les and Neal
to consult the Sergeant for
Looney. are also
ended two months ago.
in- ' justice and social welfare.
that the city
commission
early
think is the classic . . . do you prominent members of the Marformation.
At
this
time the 15th is set as
Waterfield has ,the skeleton of
last summer entered into negotiahave an out-house and how many shal Alexander Post No. 72.
I It will be "4-lizzonner Jimmy tions with the TVA
Former service
men are now :a tentative date, but it will be a loyal state-wide organization_
after audits
people use it. Just any old thing
When the State convention con- Dalton" on Saturday when Boy
being
enlisted
,
definitely
announced
in
the
ERC; addinext week. He always has had many
had been
made of the electric
firm
to as a question.
venes in July, Mrs. Rawls will Scout Troop 40 takes over the
The dues for each member of personal friends who stick to him
plant and system here covering tional information may be obnot only represent the First Dis- reins of South Fulton's city gov'the
club
are
fifty
cents
a
year. through thick and thin. In addia period of 12 years.
tained from the Sergeant.
But its been fun, don't think it trict as president, but also
as ernment. Jimmy will serve as
In order to be a member of the tion, he can muster a pretty sizhasn't. Take the pleasant little president of the local group. She Mayor of that progressive little
'State and National organization, able number of people whom Clevisit at the Avery Hancock house- is the mother of two children, city and voters and scouters are
•
each club must have fifteen (15) ments has trampled over in
I.
the
hold. Their vivacious little'daygis- Betty Jean and Jacquelyn.
looking forward to the "reforms"
past three years.
ter, Josephine has stopped ansAt the meeting on Tuesday, the expected to be initiated by him.
dent, fourcomposed
vice presidents,
two
of
Any office holder, naturally,
of °Ple Pr"1
Awing to, that name. Call as haryi Stale President, Mrs. George F.
/ whom must be women, a secre- makes
Other city officials elected by t
enemies. And, a man like
as she might, her mother only thver was in
attendance
and the Scout troop at its meeting
tory
and
a
treasurer
who
must
be
••
Esirle Clements makes more bat•
gets an answer when she calls made a fine talk. She was highly this week were City Coulicilmenter enemies Than most because ot
Dinah. Josephine changes char- complimentary of the work done -Charles TrevathAn, Wayne Jorhis iron tactics.
acter with the days, and at the by the local auxiliary and of the dan, Billy McAmis,
and eight
The State sex
Kenneth
Convention
will di
be
Clements' foresight in building
present her high "C" notes makes signal
accomplishments of its Fortner, Teddy Dalton and Virmeeting in Louisville
May 30, a highlyLgeared
,state-wide maStanley Jones Sworn in As New Councilman: Corn. 31st, and June 1st. An on
her into a miniature Fulton Coun- president, Mrs. Rawls.
gil Oakes.
active club chine has given him
one of the
ty Dinah Shore. Shucks, Joseis therefore urged to organize in finest, if
Kenneth Boulton will be the
Appointed
to
Investigate
Possibilities
of
More order to be represented
not the finest, organizaphine, you can sing better than Many
fire chief and Joe Strange will
at
this
Enjoy
tion
which
Police on Three 8-hour Shifts of Six Men
Observance be chief of police. The city clerk
any political leader in,
that ... have you tried Lily Pons.
convention. At this time no other the State of
Kentucky ever fash(Note to Beulah and Avery . . Of National Music Week will be Jimmy Webb and Wayne
Stanley Jones,
county in the First Congressional ioned. Critics
young Fulton a sixth member to the force;
of .his one-mandon't blame it on us.
businessman, a
veteran, and
An appreciative audience was Ramsey will be city judge.
—Okayed the construction of District has an active club.
rule methods undoubtedly would
Patrolmen selected were: Vir- president of the Fulton YMBC, a private office (in the departAll other
in attendance
Congressional dis- pitch any campaign
at the Woman's
against him
At the beautiful, sprawling Club on Monday night
Monday evening to ment room) for Police Chief Mc- tricts in Kentucky have active on this very
Jimmy Oakes, was elected
to enjoy gil Covington,
machine. They will
country estate of
Tobe "An Evening of Music"
Mrs.
clubs.
presented Kenneth Boulton, Russell Swear- the City Council post vacated by Dade;
point out that Virgil Chapman
Wright we found a gracious lady by the Music Department
—Announced
Fulton Decoraof the igen, Billy Gore, Thomas Hawks, Russell Pitchford, who recently
has been Clements' close friend
who is to that manor born. Look- Woman's Club. The event
for many years and that Clements
was Donald Swearigen, Jimmy Bar- left Fulton to accept a position in tion Day as the third Sunday in
ing across the rippling waters of staged in observance of
ker,
Bobby
Nashville.
Underwood,
Don
May, this year;
can guide Chapman with very
National
the natural pond that graces the Music Week.
Richards, Max
Mayor Smith Atkins read Mr.
Richards, Pat
—Voted to spend $5 to repaint
little difficulty. They believe Out
grounds, one can almost see the
Easley,
Jerry
Pitchford's
Burnley
and
resignation
James
to
the and repair the steel door on the
Clements, if he returns to WashThirteen vocal, piano and vio134 years of gentle living those
group, who
thereupon opened Meadows Vault in the cemetery
ington, will retain the same iron
lin numbers were presented by Stoker.
Led
by
the
able
shooting
Wrights have done. Indeed, for some
of
nominations
fair
a
successor. The (and cut the expediture of $15
of Fulton's talented mu.'(Continued on Page Five)
Don Wright, Fulton's
that long length of time members
Junior
nomination of Mr. Jones was un- for flowers to $1
Mrs. Burnett's Pupils
cians.
0);
rifle
team
made
a
clean
sweep
of the Wright family have tilled
of
contested,
and
he,
being
present,
—Agreed to the erection of a
—
"An Evening of Music" has be- On WENK Sat.,
every event at the District tourMay 6 was sworn in by Judge Perce and new
that
fertile soil and its crops come
.white-way lighting system
an eagerly anticipated annament at Benton last weekend
show the bounty of its tender
Beulah S. Burnette, teach- took his seat at the Council table. for Fulton
Mrs.
by the
Kentucky
nual event.
care.
er of piano, Fulton, Ky., will
Councilman Roy Willianis was Utilities Company for a monthly and won the right to compete in
sponsor her three senior students named chairman of Finance; Al outlay of $166 (The City has the State event to be held during
We'll never forget the greatest Judge Burrus Speaks To on a radio program over WENK, Owen chairman of the Light com- spent to $200 in maintenance and the State fair.
According to Hunter Whitesell,
Union City, Saturday morning, mittee and newly-elected council- electricity on the same proejct
map-reader of all times .. David South Fulton Boosters
"KITTY CORNER"chief.
' organizer-and -booster for
May 6 from 9:00 until 9:30.
Nugent. Funny
thing,
every'
man Jones made chairman of the and still had poor lighting);
;1;rw
County
Judge A. L. Hurrus of
the young men, other teams in
The girls who will take part waterworks committee and
time we got lost in the maze of
a
—Learned
that the Fulton
Well, fans, another Kitty opside roads and by-roads in our Union City was guest speaker at in the program are: Amelia Par- member of the Light committee, "Natural Gas" report has been the State "are going to have a
tough time beating the expert ener has come and gone,,
"Fantasia", Mayor Atkins announced.
enumeration, district we gently the regular Booster club meeting rish who will play
alapproved by the General Servilast
Thunsday
marksmanship
flight at the South Mozart and "Moonlight Sonata",
of the local team" though, it was a little dreary foe
tapped on a farm house and who
At its meeting the Mayor and ces
Administration in Chicago
Fulton
in
city
hall.
the
State matches.
Beethoven; Anne Latta, "Clair de Council also:
the Railroaders, it did mark the
would answer the door but David,
and is now in Washington for an
By request, Judge Burrus ex- Lune," Debussey
The Benton tournament was a start of another season of baseand Carmen
to tell us we were in Hickman
—O(ayed a beer license for a okay of $8500 as a grant for costs
plained
test
fully
of
the
proposed
skill
county Pigue,
between champions ball for the rabid fans who feet
"Polonaise",
Chopin. new firm at 215
County or Magisterial
District
East Fourth of planning the local system;
of the 10-county Western Ken- that they can't possibly
No. 2, which certainly ain't our school bond issue, which will, if Misses Latta and Pigue will then Street.
live in
—Appointed 10 firemen
as tucky
voted
by
the
district.
voters
of Obion play a duo "Rhapsody in D MiFulton previously Fulton without going out to this
territory. At the home of Robert
—Appointed a committee to in- "regulars", and turned down two
had
county,
involve
made
a
a
sum
of
money nor", Federer.
clean sweep of all ball park at least every other
Watts, there sat David on
a
vestigate the possibilities of put- others who had served (one is not
At the close of the program the ting the Police department on an available during daytime work- events at Cayce a week earlier. night. The attendance wasn't anthe close to a million dollars. This is
rainy day
talking with
vital
importance
Don
of
to
Wright
the
of Fulton Junior nounced at either of the parkr
Boost- girls will be interviewed as to 8-hour, 3-shift day
Watts' and as if by Providence,
instead of a ing hours; the other resides outtheir future plans.
for the openers, but there seem12-hour, 2-shift day, and adding side the city limits).
there to tell us we were heading ers.
(Continued on page four)
ed to be a good
the wrong way. We got on the
crowd
both
nights.
right way, we thought, on WedWhile
watching the opening
nesday, and knocked again, and
games,- and hearing some of the
who should answer but David.
minor openers on the radio, I
Sorry folks, says he, we've been
wondered just how 'he
enumerated ... you're in another
Kitty
compared with othe; minor leagdistrict. Who made those maps
ues in age and si.r
il. Here's
anyway . . . but most of all who
what I found afte. .1 little inBy Mary-Nelle Wright
school desk—but this time its as , definitely' removed any idea of felt the urge for reminiscing and
sent David and where's Goliath.
}spent
hours
carving
names
out
vestigation: The Kit.'y is the oldold a P. T. A. member.
A ramble through the
importance from my mind.
upon examining said desk, found like Harold, Nell, Buck,
Leon est surviving basebs'l "D" league
Try as you might to recapture
At the John Thompsons, as at desks at Fulton High School is
It was like this: Each day at his own initials carved ever so (Bondurant?),
(Karmire?),
Neal
in the United Stat• 't is also
many, many homes we relished just like going through the pages the past years when primping in noon when all of the students in carefully there.
Jimmy (Jones?) and Boyd R.
the best known of
lower
our job. There we found all three in a history of Fulton. These old school was taboo, its mighty hard high school had convened in the
Nothing has intrigued me quite
There
were
the
extremists
who
organized leagues.
a to comb the thinning locks so the study hall Mr. Lowe always made so much as finding combinations
in Janinhabitants . . . Miss Ida Pegram desks that are so intimately
couldn't
be
content
with
initials
uary,
while holding t'.eir winter
lives with them . . . listening to part and parcel of F. H. S. have gray won't show. Indeed, those his most important
announce- like these; F. C. plus L. B., E. P.
initials or first meeting, all Of the baseball
butchered and desks look just about the same ments. It was on this day that I plus T. R., A. W. plus 0. C. C. —initials plus
bigthe Cardinals just whooping it. een battered,
names.
The,e
went
all
out
and
wigs
as
they
were asked to name as many
did back in the early 20's met my Waterloo when Mr. Lowe 1927, H. E. plus B. A. R. and I
sten but have proven that they
most
Some
Fulton County's
carved
whole
name
and
dates
of
the
—save
minor
for the difficulty of get- calmly walked to the center of wondered if these couples conleagues as they
ar.dent baseball fans, they were can weather any storm.
that left nothing to one's imagin- could from
It was back in the days when ting in and out of them—even ex- the stage. He took a small piece tinued their liVes in a plus or
memory, the
the
Kitty
mighty
concerned about
ation.
Harry
House,
Dec.
7,
1917,
was
the
only
cluding
Dresden
league that was
Hershey bars from the of paper from' his pocicet and minus status.
china
of riding crops with
weather and its possibility
A. T. Thompson, DeRoy Moore. known he all
diet
doesn't
straw
the
and
make entering
higher officipost-poning the
or waited until there was absolute
opening game ihandles were in vogue
Then, there were other single Jim Shuck, Waymon Campbell,
als in this great game. I think this
silence, then read; "Dearest Mary initials like A. E. R. 1919, J. R. J. James Evrett
with Fulton and Union City. As 'sailor hats were selling for seven exiting any easier.
Norman,
Jimmy
speaks
well
for
Those
sysschool
the
initials
so carefully car- Nelle"—and the note was signed (which could
Kitty league
we drove home in the early sum- cents each that the
have been John Jolley and Dan Collins.
because last year, there were 59
mer evening we just kept hoping tem bought some of these desks ved could tell many a story. In H. M. Great care is one thing a Rickman Jones), M. E. 1928, T. K.
Yes, each old desk could tell it minor leagues
fact,
as
I
sat
operating
Andrews
ComDesk
there
I noticed the freshman has to learn—especially 1922 (Tracey Kenny, perhaps, as
in orthe weather would permit their from the
story and it makes one wonder ganized baseball.
"coming into town" to whoop it pany. Perhaps more than a few initials of H. M. and laughed to when note-writing is strictly for- he was of the 1922 vintage), H. B. how many of these
lives have
Have
you
myself
seen
as
the
I
can
remember
here
still
local boys
remembered a most bidden.
people
up for the Railroaders.
1927, N. J. W. 1945, W. M. Nov. gone on
serenely, how
many in action yet? Well, they're
humiliating experience. It was in
my
It occurs to me that many
the day they were bought.
a 1926, D. 0., N. N. T. and H. F. triumphantly—but one thing we
boys
now.
They
the
fall
play
of
1925
quickly
strange
how
the
two, lose
when feeling the story might he
It was fun being recognized by
It is
revealed from 1930.
know . . . as sure as there are two. "Ham,
what's
importance
the
of
are
being
you
soon
a freshman, those old initials. Someone told
matter
the hundreds of
Fulton News years speed by and
Others who evidently weren't desks in a school there will alwithyour boys" You just watch,
sitting in perhaps your same old A. J. Lowe, Cie principal, very mc that the late Hoyt Moore once satisfied with initials must have ways be initials.
(Continue on page five)
(Continued on nage 4)
A lengthy campaigh to bring
low-priced TVA electricity
to
Union City with the purpose of
saving Union City electric users
at least $100,000 a` year on their
electric bills, and
with
the
further
purpose of making it
possible for this city to compete
on even terms with other cities
for industries moving into the
Mid-South, reached a victorious
climax last Thursday when the
citizens of Union City by a margin of over 1e-to-1 voted in favor of TVA electricity for the
city.
The vote was: 1,233 14r; 87
against,

MRS RAWLS NAMED
DISTRICT PRESIDENT

n,

Fulton,l'ulton County Kentucky, Friday, 1Tay 5, 1950

Reading In Most
Ken - Tenn Homes

YOUNG DEMOS OF

town( 011GANIZ

RECRUITER NOW
HERE THURSDAYS

'MAYOR' DALTON
TAKES OVER CITY

Greater White Way. Police- °ff.—
Gas Gets Council Attention Lortigrare

I

JUNIOR RIFLEMEN
WIN STATE TRIP

HAM

Ethridge

Golden Rule Days

You Wrote on My Slate-No,Desk--In Dear Old Days

Ile
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P. PAUL anceJOHANNA M. WESTPHELLSIG,
Editors and gublishers.

Library Worthy Of
Your Contribusidn

-A member of the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.

Community spirit is a wonderful thing.
Its that intangible something that makes people build schools, churches, good streets and
libraries. Its this latter something about which
we would like to call your attention this week.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWIS
-Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
. nothing that keeps the heart
There is
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
oause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1950

Health Doctor Is
Anniversary Gift
It is a feeling of great.satisfaction, on this,
our third anniversary in Fulton, to see a major project of this newspaper Thipping itself
into action. On page one of this issue, we
proudlY print a btu'ys stating that our good
friend Harry Barry, County sanitation officer
appeared before the City Council_ on Monday
appropriation from that
.and asked for an
body to underwrite the services of a full time
county health doctor. The doctor would not
be full time for the City of Fulton but would
•spend two-fifths of his time in this county,
other
between four
dividing his services
-counties.
Sometimes a newspaper gets a/little' discouraged attempting to incite enthusiasm in
the badly needed conveniences for its community. But then, when folks like Harry
Barry, Mrs. Cavender, Mrs. Gordon and others
ask for help, you feel that you've just got to
move mountains to help fine folks like that.

Next Tuesday, May 9, the library department of the Woman's Club will launch its annual drive to secure funds with which to continue the work of the fine, little library, which
server moie than 6000 Fultonians each year.
Hardily anywhere in the State of Kentucky is
there a more worthy project, which today de-

1. See the tremenciuus need fo:•h alth
and water facilities in Riceville, some secttolis
of Highlands and Missionary Bottoms.
2. Join Harry Barry and his workers in
ridding the city of disease-carrying rats.
3. Perhaps devise a plan for garbage disposal in the outlying areas.
4. And a score of other things.
Mayor Atkins, City Council, please. open
your purses for a healthier Fulton County.

more than 3000 volumes.
But like everything else it needs funds to
carry on the work. A full time librarian is
hired to care for the records and the circulation of the books and although her salary is
nominal, the money must be secured from
somewhere .to pay it. The Woman's Club contributes a part of the money and the city and
county contribute another amount, making a
total contribution of $240 annually. That
amount, as you can readily see, hardly pays
the libra-rian's salary, much less makes up a
fund for .the purchase of books.
This year, Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., the efficient chairman of the library department has
pervailed upon the men-folks to give a hand
with the fund drive, which has as its goal
$1000. Bill Browning, promient and enthusiastic in any project that benefits the city
has agreed to act as co-chairman with Mrs.
Fall and is rounding up some of the city's best
'solicitors to assist him in the drive. Securing
Mr. Browning is pretty good assurance that
maybe that long sought for set of encyclopedia, as well as other needed reference books

School Patrons--Are
These Your Answers?

Q—What would being dropped from the
Eou.nern Association mean to a graduate of
Fult _n High School?
A—It would mean that the doors of Marty
colleges would be closed to him unless he
could-pess college entrance examination. In
the past graduates of F. H. S. have entered
colleges in many different states because F.
H. S. was a highly accredited school. Future
graduates would be restricted to state colleges
or be subjected to rigid college entrance examinations.
Q—What will it mean to Fulton if F. H. S.

Boys Show Gratitude
By Winning Laurels

Is dropped from the Southern Association?

Last week, Many boys from Fulton, who
comprise the rifle, casting and moskeet tekrns
of the local school did tht
'r instructor proud
by bringing home most o the honors in the
district trial meet held at Benton.

seeing, resourceful cities of-mr

Two years ago a delegation from the local
schools contacted Hunter Whitesell with regard to instructing them in target shooting.
Although busily engaged in his own business
. affairs, Mr. Whitesell agreed to help the boys
and secured for them assistance from the National Rifle Association. Receiving five Army
rules from NRA and 12,000. rounds of ammunition from the War Department, Mrs. White:
sell stated on the difficult task of teaching
,
the boys to use the guns.
'I.ie program has been a tremendous success, and as if in appreciation tor the wonderful work done by Mr. Whitesell and the personal satisfaction to them, the boys really
brought home Cnc laurels to their faithful in.
structor.
Projects of this nature have an incalculable influence on the 'youth of Fulton and
Amefica. As long as boys are engaged in good,
clean sports and the development of their
own personal prowess, there•can be no juvenile de!! iquency.
To Mr. Whitesell, James Hibbs who assisted 'him. and John McClintock who instructed
other ,hases of the sporting program, the
News Alters heartfelt congratula tions and
-thanks.

by McFeatior; I

-

serves your support.
Many years ago, the library of the Fulton
Woman's Club was started in the home of the
late Mrs. Eli Bynum. It was started as a project to furnisti children good and wholesome
reading material. Like Topsy, it grew and
irew, moving to larger -quarters at intervals,
until today it is a growing institution with

Frankly, when we first started bringing
to light the dire need for a full time health
doctor we-fett-the effort a little hopeless. But
when we got the State Health Department in-terested fthey-made _several_ calLs down here
to us) and Judge Roberts, robbed Peter to
can be purchased.
upped his appropriation to
pay Paul and
__Next week when the solicitors call on
$27013, we felt were getting-somewhere:— -you, be imbued with that wonderful communWith this encouragement from the Counity spirit and give to increase and maintain
ty Fiscal Court, which incidentally has carried
our library. You've given to many worthy prothe health department load alone for many
jects in the past, so what you hAve given to
years, Harry Barry started making the rounds
the least and the best of them, also give to
and got others to kick iu. If the City of Fulton
this one.
appropriates $1,,ao, and gentlemen please tto,
then the goal ..as been reached and our wish
has been satisfied.
•
Not only will the wish for a full time
health unit be satisfied for us, but other pet
projects of ours will naturally fall in line. A
fall time health doctor will:

STRICTLY BUSINESS

A—The town itself will lose prestige. It
will be classed among the less progressive, farcommon-

wealth.

They Know Best - - Good Deed P T A -

--•41111111011.a. - •fl
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9think the window washer has a message for your
From The Files:

luitotioty. Bach Ike Clack
May 8, 1925'
Richard Halliburton, world lecturer, traveler and writer, Memphis, will give the commencement
school
address at Fulton High
this year. The following students
are candidates for graduation:
Bob Binford, Paul Bushart,
Fred Carden, Moorman Campbell, Glenn Campbell, Hillman
Collier, Cecil Gardner, Robert
Holland, Abraham Haman, Carl
Howell,
Morris
Henderson,
George Hansen, Kenneth Parker,
Tobe Perce, Herbert White, Fred
Whitnel, Simpson Waggener, Ned
Weems, Leslie Triplett (19 boys).
Ruth Atwood, Mary Anderson,
Jessieghtarie Clements, Jennie
Combs, Mary Donoho, Dora Mae
Duncan, Emmalieu Finch, Dorothy Granberry, Minnie Lee Hart,
Hilda Hales, Mary_House,- Monira
Homra, Florence Wade, Martha
Smith, Lena Evelyn Taylor, Evelyn Lemond, Mary Bell Warren.
Roberts,
Lela Osgood, Berah
Katherine Smotherman, Desiree
Williams (22
Brann, Mary Sue
girls).
was Booth
The senior play
Tarkington's "Seventeen". Supt.
V.. A. Broyles, Prof. A. J. Lowe
and several teachers will not be
back for the. fall'term, it was announced.

list primary.
The roads running out of Fulton have nearly all been dragged,
and travel in most any direction
is now a pleasure.
W. S. Smith, 81, passed away
at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
K. P. Dalton. Survivors include
Willie and Albert Smith and, besides Mrs. Dalton, Mrs. Sallie
Palmer and
Parker, Mrs. Lon
Mrs. R. H. Hastings.

Letters To The Editors
fluence in the city would` be.
Office Of The Vice President
I shall appreciate hearing from
Washington
vou and if you cannot help perApril 26, 1950
haps you can give us the names
Mrs. Johanna Westpheling
of a few business women whom
Editor, THE NEWS,
we can contact.
P. 0. Box 485, Eulton, Kentucky.
With sincere good wishes, I arn
Very truly yours,
My dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Mrs. Ethel M. Rice,
This will acknowledge receipt
Chairman of District One
of your letter of April 18 enclosKy. B. P. W. Clubs.
ing a clipping from your newspaper, containing a story about P. S. I an connected with the
me.
Board of Education and we have
I do not know how the story offices in the Guthrie Building
about taking up a collection for next door to the Post Office.
EMR
me got current. It is a good one
but it does not happen to be corMississippi
reel I bought my graduation suit
State Taxpayers Association
from Reid's store on the corner
Office of the President
of the Square, and it cost me $10.
Friars Point, Miss.
Sam Howell very
I remember
April 26th, 1950
well and I find the story interestDear Ole Johanna:
ing but somebody is mistaken.
Just a note of appreciation to
With, all good wishes, I am
editorial you had
you- for the
Very,sincerely yours,
socialized
the
about me and
Alben W. Barkley
medicine affair.
AWB:EC
Of course I felt it was well
(Ed's Note:) Dear Veep: Folks
like to bask in the reflected glory written and I read it to Aubin
and for 3 days after that I would
of the famous. Excuse, please!
handle me.
not permit her to
Kentucky Federation of Business Thank you.
Was down at Governor Snider's
and Professional Women's Clubs
plant in Natchez a few weeks ago
Paducah, Kentucky
and as he introduced me to the
April 29, 1950
office force he told of what a time
Mrs. Johanna M. Westpheling
he had to keep me from filling up
c-o Fulton County News
his paper with stuff that would
Fulton. Kentucky
have caused him to be sued for a
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
- Paducah-is- still interested in million dollars. One of them was
organizing a B. & B. W. Club in the way I said something about
Fult6n. Fulton is a splendid little Roosevelt.
Any how here is hoping that I
city and we feel there is a definite need for a club. Could you, have to drive through your town
or would you be willing, to assist again some day and with best of
us M getting a group of business regards to you and Paul.
I am yours as ever,
together to discuss the
women
Tom L. Gibson
possibility of organizing a club
By the way if you have a couthere? Having been a member of
our club I know you could be of ple of extra copies of Hitt famous
more help than anyone not for- editorial you can send them to
getting the great asset your in- me -Tom

A number of complaints lately
from farmers state that Fulton
has not sufficient space for them
to hitch horses; residents warn
them away from their sidewalks
by threatening to cut the horses
loose if hitched there.
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OVER 200 PATTERNS now in
stock, from vhich to choose!
•

•

•

QUALITY papers to suit every
taste.
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,
PRICES to fit every pocket)iook
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COME IN TODAY: let

us shoN4

you our stocks.

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass — Wall Peppers

S.

PlioN F. 909

210 CHURCH STREET

FOGION

Sermonette Of The Week

NOW — THRU .SATURDAY

`74,e Sca44, Oi

mountain's stairs to a' midnight
By. Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen
holy of Holies to pray—but now
from
return
may
soldier
As a
Hand and Feet that that show
war wearing the ribbons of vic- like luminous stars!
With a total membership of 1i3,208, the
dead
the
horn
rises
Jesus
tory, so
Later on Thomas, the individthe scars of battle
wearing
Kentucky Congress of Parent Teachers Assowas not with the
ualist, who
sin!
against
other Apostles when the Savior
ciation has passed a resolution opposing ComResurrecEverywhere in the
appeared, when he.was told by
pulsory Health Insurance. Such action was
tion scenes we meet a Great Sol- them: "We have seen the Lord,"
MagMary
dier with His Scars!
answers: "Until I have seen the
taken April 28, in Owensboro, during the andalen who had anointed His Feet mark of the nails on his hands,
bedays
few
a
nual convention of the congress, which is
for His burial just
until I have put my finger into
fore, and then once again knelt at the mark of the nails, and put
comprised of 631 councils.
now
Hill,
Calvary's
His Feet on
my hand into his side, you will
Him to be, not the never make me BELIEVE."
recognizes
More than 100 organizations in Kentucky,
Savior,
Risen
the
Gardener but
There are two kinds of unbeincluding service clubs, American Legion
as clinging to His Feet she sees lief: Those who say something
of
memories
red
lived
Posts and auxiliaries, various trade groups, *- -there the
ii not true, because they wish it
riven steel.
were NOT true; an( those who
and county medical societies, have endorsed
their
As the ten Apostles and
say something is not true, bethe
companions gathered around
cause they wish that it was. This
resolutions in opposition to the federal govconversation latter kind is curable.
evening damp, in
ernment's plan of Socialized Medicine, accorsudwith travelers of Emmaus,
After eight days of the gloom
denly, silently, without shadow, that comes from doubt, the Savding to the field secretary of the Kentucky
a
of
lifting
sound, without the
ior appears to the Doubter and
State Medical Association.
bolt, or the stirring of the latch, says: "Let me have thy finger;
of
midst
the
in
appears
Jesus
see, here are my hands. Let me
them, saying: "Peace be upon have thy hand; put it into my
Character is that which reveals moral
be side. Cease thy doubting and bemyself, do not
you; it is
purpose, exposing the class of things a man
afraid." Cowering in terror, He lieve." And Thomas casts himreassures them, saying: "Look at self at His Feet, saying: "My
chooses or avoids.—Aristotle.
my hands and my feet, to be as- Lord and My God."
sured that it is myself; touch me,
world
Those who tr,d the
and look."
found that it failed; those who
Truth comes from a deep sincerity that
that
it
And as He spoke thus, he show- tried the flesh, found
must always characterize heroic hearts; it is
tried pride,
ed them His Hands and His Feet. sated; those who
not
Why
collapsed!
Hands that had lifted up blind found that it
the better side of man's nature developing iteyes to the sight of God's sun- give God a chance! Taste and sre
self.—Mary Baker Eddy.
the that the Lord Is Sweet!
shine; Feet that cliinbed
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May 9, 1930:
R. H. Wade, manager of tlFulton Ice Company, announce;
Ice
purchase of the City
the
Company plant located on Plain
and Walnut streets. Purchase wa,
made from Charles Holloway, W
0. Shankle, Will Whitnel and A
CI Plumlee.

Crutchfield: The baccalaureate
sermon was given at the Methodist Church Sunday; Rachel Byrd
and Louise Brown were the senFulton iors . . . Miss Jessie Wade, Mr.
South
The thirteen
graduates include: Norma Brann, and Mrs. George Finch, Mr. and
Lennie Martin Chambers, Lucile Mrs. Erven Jeffress, Mrs. A J.
Jonakin, Margaret Griffin, Gldys Nichols and Mr. and Mrs. 0. R.
Elam, Mozelle Swiggart, Altie Sanes were all guests of Mr. an:
Gates, Era Lewis, Milton Tucker, Mrs. Walter Nichols Sunday at
Waylon Johnson, Ned Jonakin, ternoon ... Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Jones are the proud parents of a
Ne-1 Sellars and Howard Elam.
P.. L. Jones principal, teaches daughter. Eul7na . . . Crutchfield
Great Oaks
English aed history; George Al- 1-all team lost to
ley, mathematics and science; S. Sunday afternoon, 10-0.
L. Chaney, Spanish and science
Open house at the Masonic Hall
and Miss Lurline_ Wilkerson, dofollowing
May 2 featured the
mestic science.
Vocal solo by Miss
programs:
Annie Laurie McWherter; chromFive-hundred fifty five were in
attendance at the Busy Men's- Bi- atic fantasia by Miss Martha Norhumorous
ble Class last Sunday at Carr man Lowe; comical
-.by Miss Vivian Brown;
ConPark Auditorium to hear
Butterflies," a
Yellow
gressman A,Iben Barkley, discuss "The
the story of Daniel and his com- tour' • •.; selection fill! of pathos,
Williamson•
by Miss Elizabeth
panions in captivity.
humorous relidings, by Master H
at- F. Riddle and violin and harmonHeber Finch, Fulton city
torney, announced his candidacy ica selections by Master Ed Drysfor County Attorney in the Aug- dale.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
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iLyndle Hicks were Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hicks and children of near
Wingo.
Several from here attended the
McClure's
ginging at
all day
Chapel Sunday.
Mrs. J. P. Tucker and son of
Memphis is spending a few days
wth her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Hicks and
grandmother,
I Mrs. Cora Hicks.
I Hafford Duke, who has been
confined to the Veterans Hospital at Outwood, is at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Duke.
Mr. and Mrs. Baynard Bostick
and Ricky, Mrs. Lillie Bostick,
Phelps,
Mr. and Mrs. Burnice
Mr. and Mrs. Aron McGough and
boys were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Faris Smith and
children of Martin, Tenn., spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
White and Bettie.
Little Gloria Stephens is improved after an attack of pneumonia.

Friday, May 5, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page 5
day afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Conley of Halls, Tenn., is
Rollie Howell.
a patient in the Fulton HospitaL
Martha Kap
Copelen visited Mr. Co. ley is the father of Mrs.
Maxwell McDade. '
Fay Jackson Friday.
Mrs. Muse Hamra has setursed
Carol Hiett of Clinton spent
.the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. from M.mphis
where she has
Herchel Elliott and Beverly.
been att mding the bedside of her
Mrs. Jennie Fully visited Mrs.
sister, Mrs. John Noffel, who is a
Nora Copelen and family Saturpatient in the Baptist Hospital.
day night and Sunday.

A familiar figure in communities throughout Fulton, the public health nurse is teacher, nurse
and friend to those she serves.
Whether she is assisting in control of communicable diseases or
conducting classes in child care
or nutrition, the work of your
PERSONALS
public health nurse is a challenge
rather than a chore. It is her.job
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Morgan of
—See—
to assist with all local projects
Gainsville, Fla., are the guests of
aimed to arouse public interest
their daughter, Mrs. A. B. RobT. I. "Tom" Cowden
in public health.
erts
and
family on Jackson
Phone 1597 Union City, Tes.i.
Since she works on a local leStrete.
vel, she becomes
familiar with
the personal problems of the people in your community and can
give you the benefit of her guidance and counsel. Her goal
is
your goal- the safeguarding of
•
the health of you and your family.
F.
(Schools) & Office Work for
Jan., Feb., Mar.
Her most important job, howt le;1892,A GAME lifTWEEN
(Inspections) For Quarter
ever, is that of education. By
C/N.:INNAT I ANL) bOSION OAS
CALLED Cut TO SMUGHT!
Sewage Disposal Facilities
teaching you and your neighbors
ROCK SPRINGS
LAFF-ASTER,RA.,A FISHERMAN
i4 iNNINCY5
AT NC Els&
(Fulton)
what to do in case of illness or
PULLED IN HIS UNE, FOUND A
INE 51.1,4 VgA5 A7 51.X>1 AN
Nettie Lee Copelen
6
TI-4E
'emergency she is able to help
FIVE COLLAP BILI.
aiNDED BON
Mrs. Jack
Jackson, Fay and
Ti-( ont-vtli AND BATTER.
more people, because she is help- Water Supplies
Barbara were Wednesday after1
ing you to help yourself. Through Drink Stands
noon visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
3
her case finding
•.
work in such Drug Stores
2:spent Saturday night at Klines and Leon Wright were in Clinton Veatch and family.
communicable diseases as tuber- Groceries
Joyce Gayle
Hardison spent
on business Wesdnesday.
59 Lake.
culosis and vernereal disease, she Restaurants
113
Sue Stephens and Bettie Ridgedoes much to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Johnson, Mr. Thursday afternoon with Martha
prevent
their Dairy Farms
1 way attended the show in Fulton and Mrs. Byron -McAlister, Mrs. Kay Copelen.
spreltd and to aid in the treatment Pasteurization Plants
Mrs. 011ie Yates visited Mr. and
123 Sunday.
Maude Pharis, and Gene Bynum
-I Milk Samples
3
Nusiance Complaints
J. S. Ladd is on the sick list this from here
drove cars over to Mrs. Pressie Moore and family
If you need any of the followina items it will
Thursday.
17
Water Samples
Bowling Green Friday to take
Mrs. Mitchell Guyn spent TuesDianne Clement spent the week part in
Bennett's
Mrs. E. J.
pay you. to visit
314 end with her grandmother, Mrs. chorus from Fulgham School to
Totad
Willie Lou Brann.
sing in the musical contest. They
were voted excellent. Congratulabons children.
WESLEY NEWS
Oscar
services for
Funeral
Mrs. C. E. Williams
Across the street from the factory
Mrs. ovie Wright
Weatherspoon were held Sunday
Claud McNeille of Detroit visithas
someone
that
glad
are
We
was
Burial
Wesley.
at
afternoon
Telephone 9163
ed Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams I
Fulton
Wesley in Wesley cemetery with
been hired to mow the
Rev.
and flmily Friday night.
P. McMinn and Rev. E. C. Nall con- —Your Business Appreciated—
J.
summer.
this
for
cemetery
Cayce, Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. James Cannon of
job. ducting the services.
visiting, Walker was secured for the
If your "FM"-set isn't workNashville, Tenn., are
CLYDE FIELDS. Mgr.
be
I
will
Binford
Services
Larry
Memorial
Our
ing right. I can fix it for you relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs.
now.
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones and held the third Sunday in May. and three girls and Mr. and Mrs. I
pay
to
prepared
come
all
Let's
surprise
daughter
attended a
birthday dinner at the home of our part to this fine young boy
High
Howard.
Mrs. who is a genior in Fulton
Paul
I have a complete line of bat- Mr. and Mrs.
teries for portable sets. Get Lucy Jones was honored with the School and plans to enter college
S-100
your new ones in time for that dinner:this fall.
fishing trip, picnic baseball
Mr .and Mrs. Bill Wright of
Mr and Mrs. Howard Stephens
BANANA
broadcast or weekend trip.
and family attended the all-night Murray were Sunday dinner
Mrs. Leon
singing at
Hickman
Saturday guests of Mr. and
OGDEN
FREE pick-up and delivery night.
Wright.
anywhere in the immediate
Mrs. Lyndle Hicks was honored
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Kindred,
afternoon with a lovely
Fulton vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams, Mr. Friday
Bettie Party and stork shower. About 70
and Mrs. Robert Irvan,
Williams'signed the register and several
Kara
Ridgeway and
salad
A delicious
were at Klines Lake fishing Sat- !sent gifts.
I plate and Coca-Colas were servurday.
PFISTER
Mrs'. Bettie Williams
visited ed.
Edward
Rev. E. C. Nall and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon SatBROADBENT
urday.
Mr.
visited
Arthur Stewart
CHARLES WRIGHT'S U. S. 13
M. E. (Ham, Ft bridge
and Mrs. Charlie Stewart Fridayl
night.
Fulton
l'hone 455
Mrs. Moss Pugh has been back
Smoke or Gas won't discolor it,
in the hospital in Paducah again.
because it's Fume-Proof
1 We hope she will soon be well
WE ALSO HAVE a complete line of
Pittsburgh's new Fume-Proof, Sunagain.
Billie Parrish, Joe Winston and
Proof House Paint produces a film of
WAYNE FEEDS
Wendall Coffman spent Saturday
unusual whiteness that really stays
night at the Lake fishing.
white! Coal smoke or industrial fumes
FERTILIZER
General Motor and
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Colley and
will not darken or discolor it. It's selffamily of Kansas spent last week
cleaning, too—removes surface dirt.
Body Repair Work
THOMSON four-leaf powdered rock
with Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Colley.
Fifteen durable colors.
phosphate
Mr. and Mrs. Robert It-van, Mr.
FREE — "Color Dynamics for your Hem." booklet.
and
Williams
and Mrs. C. E.
Frank Parrish were at the Lake
Sunday.
the
Mrs. Billie Parrish spent
WE SPECIALIZE IN SEED CLEANING
her Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
with
weekend in Fulton
PHONES: 1655, 1528
mother, Mrs. Bowlin.
Paints — Glass — Wall Pappers
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Clement
PHONE 909
210 CHURCH STREET
and Mr. and Mrs. George Finch
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F RICERS!

RADIO
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FIELDS SERVICE STA

Fulton Route Three

AUSTIN /31. AUSITN
Seed Company

Repairing
t•

1

of their victinui.
JOI
alni-AILAVISCCIVE
More and more she is taking
MAHONEY
understand
time to listen to and
problem,
your personal health
because she realizes that what af"""• •
fects you personally may also affect you physically.
Her uniform is the symbol of :::::•••••• •••••••••••••••••
healing and help. It is she, of all
the members of our local health
unit staff, who enters most intimately into the daily cares of the
nmE,
Tl-IE GRUg _OCKEY, cc
.ati
•••••.
people of your community.
09 THE FIRS! 10 I.15E T1-E CROUCHING
.
./.1
By your cooperation in carry....:11,PC cc ulco‘G. BEFORE
.4coce-s
3AD0LE
cr
upno-THE
ing out the public health projects
in which she is actively engaged,
work
make her
you can help
even more effective.
Immunizations
No of Cases for Quarter
(Jan., Feb., Mar.)
Diphtheria (56).
Whooping Cough (23).
Smallpox (20).
Typhoid (1117).
Blood Test (75).
Total 1293.

SOY BEAN SEED

•

SEED CORN

"HAM'S"
RADIO CENTER

USED PARTS

NEW
WORKLESS
WASHER

USED CARS

WILSON'S GARAGE

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

ONLY

it it today!

$16995

today's powerful
The great New No-Nox — Designed for
1
)
-44.

GREAT FOR
9

Ii
Y

New Bendix Dialamatic
washes, rinses, dampdrys—just set the dial
• Hands never touch water.
• Undertow washing— Floataway
Flushaway draining! Damp-drying!
• Agitator washing in the amazing
07ondertub
• No wringer, no spinner, no vibration
—and no bolting down!
• Fits anywhere !.n home, duplex or
apartment.
• Low down payment—easy terms!
• Wonderrub guaranteed for 5 years in
writing

—

:

*

/ ,*

a••••••°'
•

with leading automotive
•Gulf scientists worked hand-in-hand
gasoline—designed to
new
great
this
engineers to bring you
new engines! With
sive pitak performance in today's powerful
-smooth power—thrilling
whisper
get
you'll
No-Nox,
new
the
mileage!
Oak-up—quick, safe passing—and unexcelled

"We

GREAT FOR

new vigor, new pep,
•The new No-Nox actually gives smooth
many with heavily
too—even
cars
older
in
knocks
and stops
very best out of
carboned engines! If you want to get the
hill power—and
your present car—jack-rabbit starts—surging
No-Nox today!
new
the
with
up
gallon—fill
per
miles
plenty of

OLDER CARS.

D. STANFIELD

Got Cult's greatest gasoline
sotarrItic power in every drop!

E
:CIA!,

SEE THE NEW RENDIX
DIALAMATIC—TODAY!
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

Phone 201

s,

wrorertot.,

i0

NEW CARS!

new engines!

The New

No•Nox

gasoline —
Mood Gulf —our famous "regular"

is now better than ..ver, too!)
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CLEMENTS PLANS
INTENSE CAMPAIGN

ior 4-man team, fired 170 out of
200 to iike top score of the entire
tournament.
These teams were led by James
Hibbs, Captain, who has set an
outstanding record this year, and
to whom goes much of the credit
for their success. Hunter Whitesell acted as coach and Ed PhIpps,
supervisor.

An intensive organization campaign reaching down to precinct
level will be undertaken immediP110NE 926
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
ately in belialf of Gov. Earle C.
emiewininiatellealeireMniiient7
airmaisistmemenanasieleamomIenfian
the
Clements' campaign for
0. Carter were delightfully en- Democratic Senatorial nominaJUNIOR WOMEN
PILOT OAK
tertained by Mrs. J. D. Davis at tion in August, J. Thaitter Sims,
Ell= TUESDAY
campaign chairman, said today as
her home on Eddings Street.
AT CLUB HOME
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Mount vistFollowing several progressions he announced selection of two
Orby Bushart Friday afMrs. Wallace Ashby was elect- of contract Mrs. Abe Jolley was key aides for the campaign drive ed Mrs.
ternoon.
Junior
Fulton
ed president of the
Sims announced selection of
score prize and
high
awarded
Gale Bushart spent Friday afWoman's Club at the May meet- Mrs. Carter high guest.
Herndon J. Evans, Pineville,
ternoon with La Donna Glisson.
ing of the organization Tuesday
presipast
and
newspaper
editor
At the close of the gables the
night at the Club Home. At the
Milton Steele has returned to
served a lovely salad dent of the Kentucky Press Assosame time Mrs. Johnny Sharpe hostess
his home in California after visitfor
publicity
as
chairman
ciation,
chairman of the plate.
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
was elected
the Clements campaign, and of ing his
Members playing were: Mes- Gectrge
Scholarship Committee.
Furd Steele. Mr. Steele was in
as
banker,
Murray
Hart,.
Franklin, L.
Members of the club voted to dames Jolley, T. M.
cam- the hospital for treatment at the
and J. C. Finance Chairman of the
time.
open their annual hundred dol- 0. Bradford, Gus Bard
paign.
Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
lar scholarship to a Negro girl of Scruggs.
Evans, native of Morehead, was
and Milton Steele visited Mr. and
Fulton who wishes to go beyond
graduated
Frankfort,
in
reared
COMPLIMENTED
Chester Owen and Mr. and
the high school level. It was de- JOE WORK
from the University of Kentucky Mrs.
DINNER
McClain Wednesday.
cided to hold an informal social WITH BIRTHDAY
school of journalism, was one- Mrs. Homer
Mrs. G. C. Willis
Rev. and
evening of cards in June for
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe dine Associated Press corresponmembers and guests only. Mrs. Work of Dukedom, Tenn., was dent at Frankfort, and since 1925 visited with Mrs. Neal Bushart
Clyde Hill is in charge.
dinner has been editor of The Pineville and baby son, Tommie Wayne,
the scene of a birthday
Wednesday afternoon.
Members also planned to set up honoring Joe Work on his forty- Sun.
Mrs. Ester Work and Mrs. Vona system whereby _members who seventh birthday.
Hart was born and reared in
er Buck visited Mrs. Neal Bushnow
show tbe most,interest and loyalhe
where
community
was
the
lunch
basket
A delicious
Friday afternoon.
ty to the club may be recognized enjoyed at noon on the lawn.
lives, is serving his fourth term art and baby
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Gibson and
execat the end of the year.
is
and
Murray,
of
Mayor
as
The guest llst included: Mr.
of Cairo, Ill., visited over
Mrs. Tolbert Dallas, program and Mrs. Lowell Williams and utive vice president of the Bank family
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
presented Mrs. Robert Dana, Mr. and Mrs. Ishmel By- of Murray. He is the immediate the
leader,
Bushart and family. Mr. and
Thompson, who gave a delight- ars. Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Williams past president of the Kentucky Neal
R. E. Mount and Mr. and
ful and informative talk on "The and Michael. Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Bankers Association, active in all Mrs.
Mrs. Orby Bushart.
endeavor.
of
lines
American Home."
Macon
Williams. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Owen and
and Mrs. Work and Larry Dale. Mr. and
Rust
Miss Alene
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Winstead served delicious Mrs. Bill Edwards and Terry. Mr
Lloyd Roberts awhile Sunday afrefreshments to the group which and Mrs. Edd Work, Mr. and Mr,
ternoon.
WilMrs.
included two visitors, Mrs. David Arnold Work, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Byassee
Homra and Mrs. Randall Burch- lie Work. Mr. and Mrs. Cleove
and daughters, Peggy and Linda,
Mc'Harry
Work, Mr. and Mrs.
am.
Roy Hines, tenor, was present- of Cunningham, Ky.. visited Mr.
ClaM, Tom Work, J. K. Johnson. ed by the Music Department of and Mrs. Neal Bushart Sunday
Melinda
Shelton.
BINS. DAVIS
Mrs. Gaston
the Murray State College in a re- afternoon.
ENTERTAINS
and Bennie. Marilyn Work, Caro- cital Thursday night, May fourth,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
Phil
McClain.
FRIDGE CLUB
Bobbie
Work,
lyn
at 8:15 o'clock in the Recital Hall and Jerry were Sunday Vtsitors
Shelton. Ralph Work. Martha Lou
Mrs.
church of Mr. and
Members of the Tuesday after- Cosley, Mrs. Joe Work and the of the Fine Arts Building. The from
program was open to the public. Burnice Glisson.
anon bridge
club and
three guest of honor, Joe Work.
Comendow Webb visited Mr.
Mr. Hines has appeared in Ful-guests, Mrs. Vaster Freeman,
Glisson and
ton as soloist on several occasions and Mrs. Verdell
1T_ra.A. C;. Baldridge and Mrs. L.
and those who have been privi- children Sunday.
leged to hear his very fine tenor
voice predicted for him outstand- "Ham" Ethridge
Bobby Cursey is ill ot his home ing success.
(Continued from page one)
His program follows:
on College Street.
Die MainiER-Iiettokettr-Meiiierlime41 be going-- around- town
Warren
Bushart and
Buck
pushed out,
Lieder, 0 LiebliChe Wangen, Ba- with their thests
Johnson will attend the Derby in hms: Aubade (Le Roi D'Ys. Lain, "Man alive, can't our boys slap
Louisville Saturday.
apple around The park!" In
• Friday and Saturday , Mr. and Mrs. Gilson Latta and Dourquoi Me Reveiller (Werth- l that
er), Massenet; The Drooping a few days when they win two
Leo Goreey and the Boivery
'Illiss Grace Hill are in Louisville Corn!-Rachmaninoff: In The Sil- , or three in a row. Personally, I
Boys in
and will attend the Derby Satur- ence of the Night. Rachmaninoff; I think we have the making of a
day.
The Lament of Ian the Proud,lgood ball club out at Fairfield
Railroaders are a youni_
Miss Yvonne Moore has been Griffes; Mariposa.
Zimbal'st:/The
t
dismissed from Jones Nospital
Lit'l Boy, arr. by Hayes; Ride On, bunch of fellows that want
I:
play ball and want to win.
Irvin Cash. has returned from King Jesus. arr. by Gaul.
always gives me a funny feelin
a business trip tq St. Louis.
when the new season starts and
Charles Andrews has returned
you just sit around the park and
PLUS feature Number 2:
from a business trip to Nashville. Junior Riflemen
look glum because old so-and-so
Gene Autrey in
Mrs. Irvin Cash and children
(Continued from Page Oen)
has gone up to class "C" ball or
have returned from a weekend
relatives at • Fancy High not only won the event for class "B" Total) and all we've got
visit with
one-man teams but his score of now at this base or that base is a
Farm.
Mrs. Margaret Harrin, who 163 -(cut of 200) was highest in rookie that we can't read about
Guide.
has been living at the home of the whole Junior tournament. His in the official Baseball
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
old
Allen on 'Norman nearest competitor, a boy from Well, that's just what this
Mrs. John
The naked story of life in a
minor
Kitty and every other
Street, left this wee,k for Union Hopkinsville, fired 152.
concentration camp .. told
Fulton's two-man team, com- league is for,to build men for the
City to make her home.
the way it happened!
Mrs. Sue Schoe andaguest, Mrs. posed of Bailey and Charles Bin- majors because even big guns II
foreve:
handily over their the majors don't live
Helen Ready of Paragould, Ark., ford, won
Claudette Colbert in
have returned from at visit with nearest competitor, Hopkinsville, Ivan Kueiter has the Fulton rce
ter arranged so that he isn't ever
Mrs. Hortense Brooks in
May- 239 to 116.
Fulton's four-man team, com- using his full allotment of clas
field.
Mrs. William
Reed and little posed of Rice Owen, Max Mc- men and I'm: of the opinion thar
son, Bill of Grand Junction Colo. Dade, Larry Cavender and Frank we may not even need anothe r
Wed. - Thurs.
are the
guests of her
uncle, Cardwell also took a bow from class man as long as our presen'
Charles Laughton. Franchot
crop of rookies continue to lo&
Charles Gregory and family on Hopkinsville easily, 434 to 310.
•
BurtesileMgredith. Rob- Walnut Street. Mrs. Reed is the
All of the above Junior teams promising.
ert Hutton .. and the City of
former Mary Ann Harpole and won a free trip to State competi- ' Have you heard of the new raParis
tion.
dio squabble? The major leagues
formerly lived in Fulton.
—in—
the
with
In the senior division, Fulton have an agreement
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hornra and
daughter, Shirley, left Friday for placed second to the well-trained minor leagues whereby if the ma
Louisville 'to attend the Derby. groups of Hopkinsville; Ted .jor leagues vines are broadcast
Their daughter, Barbara, a stud- Goodwin (one-man team) drop- outside their home city, permisent of Lindenwood College, St. ping a close match 147 to 151; sion must be obtained from all
within 50
Sublett (2-man minor league clubs
Charles, Mo., will join
them Johnson and
broadcasting stateam) losing to Hopkinsville 255 miles of the
there.
standby,
to 296; Webb-Holland-McKnight- tion. Our
old FM
Crutchfield-(4-Inan team) barely WPAD-FM, will be affected by
being nosed out 498-528.
this ruling, as well as a southeast
Sunday, May 14 is Mother's Day
Jimmie Webb, en Fulton's sen- Missouri station, KFVS, Cape

Girardeau, due to .the fact that
they were unable to obtain permission from. the Cairo Baseball
Club. Frankly, I fail to see just
what the Cairo tlub hopes to accomplish by this move. They have
poisoned the minds of practically
all baseball fans in Southern
Illinois, Southeast Missouri and
Western Kentucky against them.
Tae fans are going to hear the
games just as well. In our area,
they still have the very powerful
FM station at Jackson, WTJS-FM,
KBOA-FM in Kennett, Missouri,
Blytheville,
KLCN-FM in
or
Arkansas to relp on authough we
on
will miss J. B's comments
WPAD-FM. Other stations will
still give service on AM and FM
in the Cairo area because they
are located outside the 50-mile
radius.
7
While on the subject Of radio
reception in baseball, it will be
good to see all the radio men busy
again this year.
in the circuit
Norman
Marshall Bruner and
Hall with WOMI and WOMI-FV
as well as Leroy Woodward with
WVJS and WVJS-FM in OwensDick
Wrather and
boro, Lou
Eunger with our good neighbor
WENK over at Union City, I believe Dutch Lackey again with
WHOP and WHOP-FM in Hopkinsville, as well as representaWKTM, Mayfield,
tives from
WFMW, Madisonville, WDXI,
Jackson will be out at Fairfield

ROY HINES IN
FINE RECITAL

fill111111=11111111s

•
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RUM
LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

It
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that
too
put
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long
guy:
w itt
kepi

Fulton

"Burk Bushart"

REVATZD BIVIC:MAND!

Town Topics

ANGELS IN
DISGUISE

RIDERS IN THE SKY

THREE CAME HOME

THE MAN ON THE
EIFFEL TOWER

ONVDOL, RISS°, or SUPER SCDS

SOAP POWDER 4 p'kgge
n

TOMATOES

No. 2
Cans

ito1 IA. GEM CREAM STYLE WHITE

12

CORN

303 $1
aris
N.
:

Col Nrtn (1.18

12 72s'2 $1

HOMINY

KRol.F.11 WHITE KERNEL GOLDEN
No. 303
Cans

$1

10

CORN

KROGER PINEAPPLE

JUICE
F NINA

46-oz.

Si
V

Cans $1

DRESSING

3.1a1
32o $
3
$1

SALAD

rzs

\ORLAND

No. 1

SALMON

Cans

KROGER JI ICE

TOMATO

4

46-oz.
Cans

Si

KROGER BLENDED
wr No. 2 ir

JUICE

I cans .P
10 cTa:

KROGER EVAPORATED

MILK

$1

TOILET TISSUE

14 R°16 $1

WALDORF
SEA LBW-

Latter iter vith
0417Wets
14,

ATTENTION, HOG FEEDERS!
If you are interested in

FEEDING, BREEDING,
SANITATION AND MANAGEMENT Of
HOGS FOR MORE PROFITS

The irrestible tribute
of exquisite roses to
that first lady of your
life. Given with your
love they say the niceeat things ... the niceeat way.

- - - then be sure to attend a hog feeders meeting next Thursday evening, May 11 at 8:00 p.
m. at our building.
Blooming Potted Plants
Corsages
Cut Flowers
MEMBER F. T. D.
We Wire Flowers Anywhere

Gibson Greeting Cards.
Charmln:(7;:t Ideas In
Ciass — Wood — Metal —
Pottery — China
"

KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS & GIFTS
Commercial Avenue

to tell all Iheir•folks back home pitober1Eley-4.-------Lon and Dick for
just how, bad their favorite team
is getting their ears pushed back. the nice plug you gave this colThese are all good likeable fel- umn on a recent broadcast.
lows and we look forward to see
ing them back in Fulton as mucli Accurate
..,
as we do their ball clubs".
WORKMANSHIP
runa
you
give
I'll
week,
Next
down of all the Railroaders, tell
.... At Low Cost
the young ladies just which of Watches, Clocks a n d Time
them are married and which are Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
single (as if they don't already Repaired at Low Cost by—
know), their hometowns, etc.
ANDREWS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, RAILROADERS: Harley Grossman,
Jewelry Company
pitcher, May 5, Rid Beckering,

Phones sl,

MR. BLAKE PULLEN
who iq head of the Hog Chow department of
Purina Mills, will conduct the meeting, show
films, answer your questions and keep you in2ormed on modern practices.
—Refreshments will be served—
All those who are raising b.pgs. as well as the
general puhlic,are cordially invited to attaid.

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
Custom Seed Cleaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing
409 COLLEGE ST.
PHONE 620

SARMES
ROYALMEM

12

a $1
:
:
121

'TOMATO
HUNT'S

18

SAUCE
DOLLY MADISON

PEACHES

No. 1
Cans $1

10

A VOND A E

BEETS

10

No.

FRESH CRISP TOP QUALITY
Jumbo
La Heads

LETTUCE
TOMATOES

9

FIRM RED RIPE SLICED QUALITY
TUBE

1950 FARM FRESH FULL DRESSED

FRYERS
BRISKET 0' BEEF
PORK SAUSAGE

LB.

I. S. GRADED GOOl)

PRESIDENT BRAND

TUNA
SOUP
„ITII
BEANS
CIGARETTES
JUICE
TISSUE
LIFEBUOY
SOAP
AJAX
TIDE
CLEANSER
BREAD
COFFEE

l.8

$1

4'011 $1
8 "cal $1
8
T 1.65
7
12

(ans
ROYAL GEM TOMATO or VEGETABLE

PORK

ALI, BRANDS

KROGER PINEAPPLE

23-m.
Cans $ 1

No. 2

Cans $1

\(IRTHERN TOILET TISSUE

HEAlTH SOAP

Rolls $

lo

Bath $1
Bars
Bath $1
A
Bars

10
9
4'
5

Cans $1

WASHES WITHOUT RINSING

SPIC AND SPAN

$1

Th. Kroge, CO

sEA GOLD

CLEANSER

L $1
N

wfrn Kam

BEANS

(00,401 19.0

ge $1
Pkgs

Pkgs. $1

KROGER NEW LOAF

27'

KROGER HOT-DATED SP20T12,10;i17:T's
3-1.8
BAG $1 495

I

-II RED RIPE HOME GROWN
QT.

29' STRAWBERRIES
19e ORANGES 8
1 ()IOW(

1'1. .11

LB. NO.S11
PAG

49'
49'

ARMOUR STAR

590 NECK BONES
390 SALT MEAT
29e WHITING
STREAK 0 LEAN

LB

U.K.

15'
19'
15'

4

k

for

7ost
Time
stely

ly

ton

;

disgust of the rest of therm
He
didn't opts his creel for sightseers. When he had enough fun
he picked up his creel as tho it
was heavy. it was. It had some
rocks and a badly worn crappie
tri It.
Bill Browning, Happy
'
Hogan,
Ernest Fall, Jr., don't overlook
the JR., said they just didn't understand how he did it, I told
them, "simple enough—just pour
soome doodle oil over your bait
and toss it in". Bob has mixed
up a gallon of it and has it for
sale at his drug store".
Bill Browning has more BAD
LUCK when he goes to Kentucky
Lake—The BIG ONES ALL GET
AWAY and come down our Turtle Creek
where
our GOCD
FISHERMEN catch them.
If
someone will just invent a hook
that they cannot get off I'd like
to present Bill with a flock of
them.
—Bill of Harris Fork.

her sister. Mra. Tennie House one and relaxation of dark-fired,
airday last week- ,
cured and burley tobacco.
Miss Emma Carr of Water ValYou ain't heard nothing yet!
ley spent a few days last week
with her sister, Mrs. W. W. Brann
and Mr. Brann. '
Oberlin Says
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited Mr.
(Continued from Page 1)
and Mrs. Jim Raines awhile Tuescontrol on the Democratic' party
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen, Jane machinery in Kentucky as he has
It was the late P. T. Barnum
and Sue, were the Sunday guests enjoyed as governor.
that made the crack that, "The
of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sills and
These same critics will declare
American public love to be humTommie of McConnell.
that with all state and Federal
bugged." Bob Binford has prov
Joyce Taylor called on Bettie patronage in effect in
the hands
ed that P. T. knew his stuff. Now
Sue and Peggy Casey Sunday.
of one man, the Democratic party
Bob didn't do this to prove anyMr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks is doomed. It would
retain conthing but Bob loves a joke. He
and family visited Mr. and Mrs. trol until
there was a revulsion
had been up . to Kentucky Lake
Roy Emerson
Sunday. Other of the voters as a Whole and Reand caught some fine crappie. He
guests were: Alr. and Mrs. Rob- publicans
were swept back into
brought a nice large one and his
ert Emerson of Wingo, Mr. and office.
fishing outfit, in fact he brought
Mrs. Norman Crittendon of MayCertainly Waterfield
would
two outfits, and sat down about
field, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr have
a better chance this year
100 feet north of
Commercial
and Randy.
than he did in 1947. Three years
Avenue bridge—just far enough
Mr. and Mrs. Zell Singleton and ago,
Waterfield
strength was
that folks could see him, but not
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates call- centered
in s heavily-Democratic
too close, along Harris Fork. He
ed to see Mr. and Mrs.
Wes Western Kentucky. He ran
a
put the - crappie on one of his
Cochrum of Lynnville Sunday af- brillant
race in the 1st and 2nd
hooks and let it go into a pool of
ternoon.
districts. But there are plenty of
water and when anybody would
Charles Vaughan was sick a Democrats
elsewhere in
Kencross the bridge and look his way DUKEDOM ROUTE 2 few days last week but is able to
tucky.
•
he would make a great ado about
be back in school at this time.
Joyce Taylor
)
The
other
large vote is centered
landing his fish. It wasn't very
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
long till there was about twenty girls visited Mr. and Mrs. Beck- Reginald Williams and Mrs. An- in the Bluegrass, the 3rd district
in
the
Covington-N
ewport area
guys above and below the bridge ham Vaughan and family Tues- nie Sparks were: Mr. and Mrs.
and in the sprawling 9th district.
with their lines in the water. Bob day night awhile.
W. W. Brann and
Miss Emma It is rather
surprising
to note the
keel en landing crappie to the
Mrs. Tye Finley was guest of Carr.
very
respectable
number of
Mrs. Virginia Owen
shopped Democratic votes cast each year
in Mayfield Saturday.
in the predominantly Republican
Mrs. and Mrs. Roscoe Williams Ninth.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charle:: WillIn a
campaign
this
year,
iams were the Sunday dinner
Waterfield could count on retainguests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. C. ing his West Kentucky strength
Howe.
and gathering heavy additional
'011ie Crider, Quitman and Jun- support
from these other areas.
Casey went fishing Sunday.
So, it is an nteresting picture.
Mrs. Pearl
Cooley, Le:s and Waterfield has another
thing on
Mlle Johnson and Dean Crutch- his
side. He is still a young man,
- lield called on Mr. and Mrs. 0. F.
and he can afford to sit this one
Sunday afternoon awhile. out. He can
Plant your cotton allotment this year and re- Taylor
say: "Well, you can't
Quite a few attended the vein- raise
the money to beat Clements.
tain it for the years ahead.
roast Friday night given at the Alright,
when you get fled to the
home of Bettie Sue and Peggy i teeth with
one-man-rule
one
I'Casey.
The fourth
quarterly conference of the Fulton circuit will be
, held at the Dukedom Methodist
Church Saturday, May 6.
Mrs. 011ie Crider and children
were
the
Sunday afternoon
POTASH
HIGH ANALYIS
4
_ guests of Mrs. Quitman-Casey.
NITROGEN
COMPLETE
.-4
.
SUPER PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS
1 New.sprints

BILL
CF
HARRIS FORK

COTTON PLANTING
SEED

ri
nisw.

year, four
years, ex
/ars Friday, May 5, 1950 — The Fulton Neivs
— Page
from now, jufstlet
Then, if you're sincere about ,re- i wlmo is head
of the Hog Ckosv- And Our Nell" (one act plays).
turning the Democratit patty to !department.o! the
Raiston-Purina
W nesday, May 10, at. 0:00 p.
Democrats—all of them— Company. Mi. Pullen will discuss
the
ra.„th seventh and,eighth grades
then NI be ready to run."
Problems and show films on the
Tlie opposition to Earle Cle- subject. His talk will deal with wiM pr4setit a three-act comedy,
Silas Smidge from Turnip Ridge.
ments for U. S. Senator is ready the "feeding,
breeding, sanita—when the war-chest, the MON- tion and management of hogs fof • The public is cordially inv,ted
to attend.
EY, is ready.
a profit."
The public is invited to
attend. Refreshments will be serv- Tennessee's Governor to
Cayce High School
ed.
Attend Boy Scout Circus

Graduates Eighteen

Harry Lee Waterfield,
State
representative from Fulton and
Hickman Counties was principal
speaker at the
commencement
exercises of Cayce High School
last night. Mr. Waterfield spoke
on the problems facing Kentucky.
Thomas H. Farley delivered the
diplomas.
Graduating were: James Brawner,
Harvey
Bondurant, Jr.,
Charles A. Burns, Bob E. Brown,
Jimmie Lee Gilbert, Royce Cruce,
James C. Smith,
Duane Hill,
Kenneth McClanahan, Joe Allen
Harrison, Carl McMurry, Mare
Brawner, Geraldine Brown Collins, Betty Brown, Alta Holme,
Charlene Pruett, Elaine
Rice,
and Wanda Stallins.
Miss Alta Holmes gave
the
valedictory and Miss Elaine Rice
was the salutatorian. Vyron Mitchell gave two vocal selections.

WE HONOR P. M. A.Purchase Orders

CITY COAL COMPANY
.1•1,

Phone 51
%dm..
•

Fult(in

Remember Mother -On May 14!

Mother's Day Gifts of

ea.die,1

Kept Refrigerated For Factory Freshness!

Pangburn
One and two-pound gift boxes

t
i

We're not through with this
here now census-taking by a long
shot, but to tell you the truth
we'll be sorry to see it end! As
one lady said, "I thought you
Were never coming, what with
that little
three-months
old
baby." The joke's on her and on
me. R. Paul has learned to cook
. . . he's two and one-half you
know, and Mary Jo is making
her own formul,a.:trodigies, did
you say? Maybe sidr but its listening to mommie ask 333 questions (eggactly, we're even tAlking rural) of the pillow thit's
made those two dear little youngsters take to the
hinterlands ,
with beds of lespedeza, diets of
berries and other small fruitit,',

Tuesday, May 9, at 8:00 p. m.
the first six grades of Chestnut
Glade will present—"The Children of Buttercup Commons (an
operetta), and The City Slicker

A special meeting of all persons engaged in, or interested in
hog feeding
programs will be
held at the Reed Brothers Feed
& Seed Company in Fulton next
Thursday, at 8: p. m.
Seldon
Reed announced today.
The feature
speaker of the
evening will be Mr. Blake Pullen,

Whitman
SAMPLER in 1 and 2-1b. sizes
GLO - WYN, FAIRHILL and ANTIQUE
boxes In 1 and 2-1b. sizes

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF

MOTHERS' DAY GIFTS
Attractively gift • - 7.-)ped if you wish

OIL CLOTH
BRIEFS
PAILS
TOWELS

Particular People
.1) prefer
AR IS IAN
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
STORE NOW
FOR WINTER!
Have your blankets and winter
bedding cleaned and renovated
before putting them away. Our
expert cleaning methods rid them
of possible moth larvae.
Our
mothproof bags protect them
through the summer. .

'Reg. t^c• /9-qt.
galvanized; double
seam bottom

PAINT and
BRUSH

Bakeware min
NAPKINS

Yourpa
oR
iceeg,. alumum pans;
ach le

PACAKAGES FOR

Shag Rugs
APRONS

noctio-tstk
sind sr
Clu8ts;30
aegk;
6 colors

Reg. 49c; plastic; floral
pattern, pocket, ruffles.

PHONE 14
FOR PICK UP

39c
33c
37c
l
3k
35c

80 cou
nnetg
;w
i5
hciteTeiv
mo
bossed,

10 COMBS

For the whole family! Pkg.
of 10, in plastic

37c
19c

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE;,,

4
1 .ke

A Day to Remember
There are days throughout the year that you SHOULD
remember, but forget to do so. They MAY pass without too
much sorrow.
.... but there is ONE day in the year that is quite
apart from the rest.

your Mother on Her day. All that she wants to hear, all that
she hopes to know,is that you have not forgotten her.
Send Mother something ... large or small.

L. KASNOW
LAKE STREET

20a40 inch; pastel
shades with
border strine

1-inch brush
and 1-12th zal.
Quick dry enamel. BOTH

It doesn't matter what you send for remembrance, nor
whether or not it comes from Kasnow's ... but Do remember

C. H. McDaniel, Pharmacist: Owner
Phones 70 - 428
408 Lake Street

fer
• :7";e value
'(AL, at

Kirt. Is' trim;
e.3A.,-; waist:
four wanted colors

THAT day you should not forget to remember. This is
Sunday. May 14, and is the day on which you remember your
Mother.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

1

—The Greatest Value Show in
Town! Visit our store today. Save

Hollingsworth
HOBBY boxes in 1, 2, 3-1b. sizes
Other boxes in 1-1b. size

Tennessee
Governor Gor,ion
Browning will head a long list
of notables who will be on hand
for the year's greatest show
us
Scouting in this area on May 12,
when Scouts of the Four Riv rs
Council present their annual Clrcus at Turner Memorial Field in
Union City, Tenn.

BARGAIN
CAM

All Hog Raisers Are
Invited To Meeting

FERTILIZERS FOR EVERY USE

(Continued from page Onf")
subscribers in the Aounty. Read-'
i
about a pserson in the newspaerj
and hearing them on the
radio, one draws Blair own menal picture of a person, they said.
"I thought you were a great big
woman," said one . . . goodbye
size 16 . . . "I thought you were
7 a blonde . . . move over Hedy
Lamar .....Funny, I thought yeas
were a slender lady," . . , come
back size 16 . . . and on they
went.

Chestnut Glade School
ro Present Good Plays

FULTON

•-•••.

•
anything to do with it or should
Well-Balanced
I say early Friday morning?
Where is SAB developing all
Nutrient
Supply to
those new ihicknames? Don't keep
SA
tell
us.
in
suspense
us
Maintain High Yields
DC has been seen with his old
flame AM quite a bit lately.
AINTAINING high orop yields
WN and PM seem to have a bad IVI year after year depends cr.
case over each other.
getting and keeping a well-balarced
Say WR we hear that you are supply of nutrients in a soil we,11
Union City or a great admirer of
her mind. It is
FRESHMAN NEWS
Freshman. conditioned with organic matter. deHC from DC.
Especially of MY.
clared the Middle West Soil ImSay SR do you still think that should I say
MY and ELS are really interprovement Committee in a recent
'MSC that Sophomore boy is cute?
ested in new formals. I wonder
statement?
MOTHER, FAIR
How about that Shirley?
"No one element is the sole anCome on girls, tell us about God chose an Angel of Heaven
BC seems to have an interest why.
When He made my mother, true swer to high production over exin the Freshman class. How about it
periods," says the statetended
MDW and BSC seem to be do- Into her eyes He placed a sparkle ment. "It is true that some soil for
that Bobby, couldn't be FG could
Kissed
by
the
morning
dew.
kids.
luck
Good
OK.
ing
it
a time gives startling responses to
CAA is interested in Cayce or
Hey kids. Guess who ask PM to
one element. But the reason for this
the Prom? Why none other than should we say JL. Is that true Upon her face of rose-petal
Is that such soil is deficient in that
beauty
Carolyn,
DK.
one element, while well stocked
MSH, SL, VM, CS, BB, and SE, He placed a wonderful smile
with others.
Has VF taken an interest in
"Take, for instance, a soil lackThe Sophomore class? Come on are still the No. one birds on With the warmth of the noon-day
sun
ing in potash. As soon a., potash is
our list.
Virginia don't be shy.
added, the crop response is tremenstarted early To bless us all the while.
Swimming has
There are quite a few bachelous. But continued additions of
ors in the Freshman class. How with a few. How about that PM,
potash alone will soon pull down
Into her voice He wove the soft
about that DG, BP, JP, JB, RP, SL, MSH, CS, and VM.
Low whisper of the tiny brook.
aren't the girls heie good enough
Added the tender love of the
SOPHOMORE NEWS
for you?
Great Shepherd
It seems that JW is still going
Well, well ELS has made up
strong with Murray College- or is From the pages of the Holy
AIM
Book.
it B.H.
BJM who was the cute boy you
Caressed
her with the melody of
were with Sunday night? Could
the lark
it be WJ. ,
PM who is this boy you meet So sweet in the early Spring.
every day and every night? Is it Blest her with humble reverence
In the lesson she sought to bring.
really serious? Is it WN.
NB wasn't that JH you were
with Sunday night? When did Made her a haven of strength
this happen. Everyone is asking. A lighthouse for my ship of life.
MR what is it you like so well Guiding, teaching, ever
protecting
that you stay with MSS so much?
Special CAKES For , Could
it be what everyone else is From the World's trouble and
Special Events
strife.
after?
High nutrient level "must" for top
JH that was a good-looking guy
prodivtion.
6
you had a picture of
Monday. Her hands so worn from toil
the available supply of nitrogen,
'
Why don't you bring him around? Are beautiful beyond and
phosphate
and
other
nutrient elethought
LH are you still looking forments. When that happens there will
ward to the Prom? I would be if Every wrinkle speaks ofJervice be no response from potash until
I was going with that cute boy The march of time has brought. these other elements are added.
GB.
"All this emphasizes the fact that
You don't have to ask HS who He gathered the moonlight from an adequate, well-balanced nutrithe night
his girl is because every time that
ent level is essential to continued
cute Sophomore girl passes him Scattered it upon her hair—
high crop production. But for the
top in profitable production this
he lights up like a Christmas tree. Yes, truly from the Heavenly
high mineral nutrient level must
Meadows
Keep it up you two.
be coupled with practices that give:
JS is it still RB. Or is it some- God made my Mother, Fair.
1—A plentiful stock of organic mat—
UNDERWOOD'S your home one else?
ter
to give the soil good condition
town, dependable bakery, is
Composed by
What has Dukedom got that
and promote the maximum use of
ready at short notice to proEmma L. Roberson
Fulton High doesn't, girls?
If
nutrients; 2—Good drainage to save
vide that special cake for that
you want to know ask a SophoFulton.
essential moisture and draw off ex.(pecial occasion. Put in your
(This is my favorite and is origin- cess Water; 3—Adequate soil venmore, Junior or Senior.
arder now for a wedding,
JAL and JY are
making it al.—E. R.)
tilation to provide crop roots with
birthday or party cake . . . fine we hope. Good luck you two.
all the oxygen they need.
i ind we'll do the rest
usceano
:lcio
mnecInt.
o.,noretvhiedi:
JUNIOR NEWS
needed calcium ana overcome acioWho was BSJ seen with Friity, the use of good rotations and
day, Saturday
and
Sunday
well-fertilized
deep-rooted legumes
nights? Could it be BSC? Is it
Norma
Pickard
of
to increase and maintain organic
Mayfield,
serious or are they both still unmatter
supplies."
Ky.,
will
represent
Murray
State
decided?
BAKERY
Say LSS, JV, JG, and BJG, College at the Mountain Laurel
117 Commercial
Fulton
why did your heads keep nodding festival at Pineville, Ky., May 25.
A childlike trust of heart, that
PHONE 126
1950
in school Friday?
Could those 26 and 27 as candidate for
Laurel
queen. She is a lovely , can take a hand, and wondering.
late
hours
Thursday
night
have
sell&
brunette.
walk in paths
unknown
and
Miss
Pickard, a 21-year-old strange, is the prime requisite of
senior majoring in
elementary all religion. — James Martineau.
education, was
chosen
"Miss
'Murray State" for this year and The first rule of education, in all
was listed in
"Who's Who
in lands, is never to say anything
lAem
gees.,
r,ican Universities and Col- offensive to anyone. — Voltaire.
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NORMA PICKARD T01.."Fbayrmtehres
LAUREL FESTIVAL

UNDERWOOD'

PAY LESS FOR THE BEST!
Have Everything:

Yam,Osarit

00
Per
Bushel
DEALERS in FULTON, CAYCE, HICKMAN AND
RIVES, TENN. (PHONE 2411)
—OR BUY DIRECT FROM—

Charles E. Wright

Route 1, Fulton,- Ky.
(Middle Road) Phone 10934

Don't Be a Tinkering Tom! —

Don't waste hours of your time trying
to ,find out why your car isn't ticking
properly. Our expert mechanics discover car ailments quickly - - remedy them
promptly.

Active in student
affairs on
the campus„ she is a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority, El
Nopal, Kappa Delta Pi and the
Association for Childhood Education.
! Miss
Pickard, who expects to
teach in the elementary schools
' of the First District this fall, received a scholarship from
the
First District
Partent-Teachers
, association last year for outstanding scholastic ability.
A graduate of Mayfield
high
school she is the daughter of Mr.
' and Mrs. Charles Pickard of 1209
Wilford, Mayfield, Ky.
CHRISTIAN'SCIENCE
"Adam and Fallen Man" is the
subject of the
Lesson-Sermon
which will be read in all Christian Science churches throughout
the world on
Sunday, May 7,
1950.
The Golden Text is: "When I
said, My foot slippeth; thy mercy, 0 Lord, held me up." (Ps.
94:18)
Among the
citations
which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible: "All
things were made by him; and
without him was not any thing
made that was made." (John 1:13).

PIM FRIENDLY
eSatis:

Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:

Supvit, FM-AM PLASTIC TABLE MODEL
It's Sonoza's table model masterpiece—modern radio at Its finest!
Here's everything you can ask for—glorious FM reception with
all the glowing natural tone of the actual studio performance—
free from static and station interference ... powerful AM broadcast reception with all the beauty of "Clear as a Bell" tone. Latest
Superhet circuit; heavy•duty dynamic speaker; variable tone control; built-in AM antenna and FM antenna provision; automatic
volume control; giant full-vision dial. If there were Academy
Awards for cabinet beauty, this plastic masterpiece would get the
"Oscar!" Here's the unchallenged value for dependable quality,
for genuine FM reception and complete radio enjoyment. In
beautiful Mahogany plastic cabinet. Model No.\VW.

Black
Ivory Plastic

SALES AND
SER1TICE

HERE'S THE
PLACE TO
COME WHEN
YOU NEED
MONEY IN A
HURRY! Come in
today and have us
explain how easy it
is to arrange a low.
cost, personal loan.

MOTOR

311 Walnut Street
" Phone 1232
"Fulton's FRIENDLY
n Semice"

Notice!

T:.::cks

Telephone 60

COMPANY
Fulton

2. Third man theme
3. Music, Music, Music
4. It isn't fair
5. Deane
6. My foolish heart
7. Daddy's little girl
8. Chattanoogie Shoe
shine boy

10. Bewitched

QUALITY WINDOW SCREENING

EASIEST!

FINEST!
THRIFTIEST!
KY TO LOVELIEST ROOMS!

I ST OS
.
,40s'
4
)
4
‘IsIG

sEvER"'
"'"I'T STAIN

DUR ABtE

EAsI

10

11;6349tE

NEVER NEEDS
PAINTING

$2.00
AVAILABLE IN
STANDARD WIDTHS

Gal.

Now! Save! Price Reduced on Lumite

PLASTIC SCREENING:

e Close Saturday Afternoons the Year Round

BOB WHITE

COM -

V40141 RUSI

We Service and Repair
All
'
7 2,-..e8

1. If I knew you were
i ng.

9. Sentimental Me

$63.95
66.95

PROTECT THE BEAUTY
OF YOUR HOME WITH

hc SOME /2E/1O'075#
WILL 77//W N TRICK
Irk E.75Y TO GET
Aye, 5yRPR/5/NGtY Qat-A"

Due to the fact that the carpenters will be
v• -in:, THURSDAY AFTERNOONS,
remain open on THURSDAY
AFTERNOONS.

AUTHORIZED

1

In today - - out tomorrow!

MORE FOR YOUR Pa

1 KY. CERTIFIED SEED

CORN Vga

24-HOUR SERVICE
RADIO
REPAIR

RAM_ETa
LUMBER COMPANY- ---

EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING
501 WALNUT ST. PHONE 96 FULTON, KY

24-in. wide, Reg. 24c linear foot: CLOSEOUT PRICE 12c foot
26-in. wide, Req. 26c linear foot: CLOSEOUT PRICE 13c foot
14c
28c
28
15c
30c
30
16c
32c
32
18c
36c
36
21c
42c
42
24c
48c
48

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

rulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street I

21

WHICH DO YOU WANT
... 60050R CORN?

News and Personals from - - - -

Odell Puckett

TM your crih with good. sound corn. Pioneer ears have deep grain
and unall cobs. The kernels are sound and solid, weigh out heavily,
sawn overrun awed cribs horn 5 to 15% when shelled. With
Pi01100f. yea get sore corn. lees cobs per bushoL Plant P101101111% Place
yers order saw.

PHONE 483

FULTON, KY.

and Mrs. Martin E. Casey shopped in Mayfield Friday afternoon. Friday, May 5, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page 1
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reece of
I Mrs. Herbert Vaughn lies reFulton spent the wekend with her Herrington.
Joe Cooley is on the sick Fist 'turned fro
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
nest 'trip to New orthis week,
French.
brine, la.
Mrs. Leon Charlton and children spent Saturday with
Mr.
and Mrs. Gordie Puckett.
Mrs. Alvin Stewart underwent
a major operation nt the Fulton
Hospital Wednesday. She is resting well at the time of this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Childress
and boys spent Sunday with her
LIMITED TM ONLY ft
sister, Mrs. Robert
Glasco and
MARTIN-SIENOUR KOLOR BRITE
Mr. Glasco of Union City.
Rev. and Mrs. Wess Brown of
Hornbeak, Tenn. ,spent Sunday
with his sister, Mrs. Claude McAlister and Mr. McAlister.
Mrs. Richard Childress spent
Wednesday
with Mrs.
Ardell

Odell Puckett
Detroit after visiting
relatives
Mrs. Hettie Mullins and Mrs. there.
Pearl Arnett shopped in
Sunday visitors in the home of
MayMr. and Mrs. T. B. Pewitt includfield Tuesday afternoon.
ed:
Mrs. Glenn Puckett and OdMrs. Minnie Pigue was carried
to the Fulton liospital Tuesday ell Puckett.
morning. We
wish for her
a
The S. 0. S. Club met Friday
speedy recovery.
night with Mrs. Nathan Gossum.
Mrs. Will Puckett visited TuesMrs. W. P. Williams left Friday afternoon with Mrs. H. E. day night for Chicago to attend
Wilson.
the bedside of her husband, who
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Pewitt, Jr., is a patient in the I. C. Hosptial
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett there.
visited Tuesday night with Mr.
Mrs. Rosa Bell Casey and boys
and Mrs. Will Puckett
Mrs. Ruby Mobley of Detroit
ORS SPECIAL Min is made solely to introanoeyou so the whitest,
and Mrs. May Young were Tuestoughest, non-yellowing white enamel everdowelopedfor easy
day night supper guests of Mr.
application, durable home use. Martin-Semmes COLOR 55151
and Mrs. James Pewitt and son.
surge WRITS INAIREL is perfect for painting lkitchee cabinets,
Mrs. John Latta
returned to
bathrooms, porch furniture and woodwork of sit kinds. Stays
her home after visiting her chilsparkling white and easy-to-dean. Stands repeated earashiMg
dren in Detroit.
and outdoor wear, too!
Mrs. Francis Duke and
Mts.
WAITED OITII—osimr ORE TO A CUST01111111 I Take -advantage esDelma Grissom
spent Tuesday
with Mrs. Maybell Laird.
day of this bargain offer! /
1
4th pint of Martin-Sestouris versaMr. and Mrs. T. B. Pewitt were
tile new Kolor Brice
FULTON'S NEWEST AND
Friday night supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Edwards and son.
FINEST AMBULANCE
MART111
Harlon Wade of San Antonio,
Texas is spending some time with
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY"FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Wade'
Adult Funerals from $99.50
207 Church Street
Plume 35
Mrs. Carl Pirtle and daughter,
Sally Ann, Mrs. Mary Virginia
Carolyn,
Hicks and daughter,
shopped in Mayfield
...OF IT'S NEW, DOTTY HAS leSaturday
afternoon.
Miss Bula Mae Cooley of Paducah spent tilt* weekend with
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Vernon Gardner of Murray is
visiting his sister-in-laws, Mrs.
Ethel Melton, Mrs. Jim Hayden
and Mrs. Hayden.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Bradley,
Puckett
Mr and Mrs. Harlod
spent Sunday night at Kentucky
Lake.
Rev. Byron Bishop visited SunilinHER CHOOSES THE
day afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Pirtle.
SLIMMINr CHARM OF
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson
spent the weekend in Steel, Mo..
with their son, Billy.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Melton and
daughter of Fulton spent Sunday
with his mother, Mrs. Ethel Melton.
Mrs. W. R. Craddock left Stin:1
day morning for a three weeks"
tour of Los Angeles, Calif., and
other western states.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
spent the weekend with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopkins
os seen in
of Fulgham.
Mrs. Murrell
Stephens and
GOOD HOUSEKEEPh
children and Mrs. Lelia
Bard
shopped in Paducah Saturday afternoon.
Terry Drace of Fulton spent
'Guaranteed'
by- 4%
the weekend with Charles Roe
Goa Housekeeping
Gilbert.
Fourth quarterly
conference
was held at the Methodist Church
Sunday night. Rev. W. S. Evans
All Styles Illustrated
of Paris
delivered a wonderful
message.
Sunday
dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Burnice Campbell were:
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Lawrence and
daughter, Ouida, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Cavender all of Mayfield.
Sunday visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gossum
were: Mr. and Mrs. Burnel LowCenter of attraction on her day
ry of Pilot Oak, Mr. and Mrs. Mcand every day in a dress that
Keel Gossum of Wingo, Mr,.and
pays tribute by way of slimMrs. Harry
Gossum and son,
ming the shorter,fuller figure.
Ronald.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Brumley
Proportioned sizes makes it
and son of Martin spent Sunday
a perfect fit, a perfect gift!
with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
W. L. Brumley.
n. No.6335—Pretty plaid in a coolMr. and Mrs. Gerald Elliott and
as-summer washable, mercerized
children of Detroit are visiting
Dan River tissue gingham that
women will wear Son, dawn to
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.- John
dusk! Blue Green, Brown, Red,
Latta and other relatives.
/
2 to 2216. $8.95
Blue. Sizes 141
Jodie
Wooten of Detroit and
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnar Wooten of
.No. 6337—A soft print with
white waffle pique.Handkerchief
Paducah
visited Mr. and Mrs.
lawn, washable. Sanforized and
Mike Pitman Sunday.
mercerized ..an exclusive Martha
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Stephens
Manning pattern. Turquoise,
and son arrived Saturday from
/
2 to
Pink and Grey. Sizes 141
221
/
2. $8.95

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

SUPER WHITE ENAMFLI Only 101 at

11 -

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO

You will hoe wish your
new range a long tins
—so we suggest y.ou
shop and compere. See
the Tappan! Theres a
wealth of conveokocee
to make your kitchen
hours easier—more enjouthle. famous
for its beauty, roar new Tappan
will be the ewe, of poor friends.

arm moo OKIIA 71ON
—OF WORSE

RANGES PRICED FROM - - - $119.00

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FIVON
Box 37

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 960

$239 size!
$239 style!
$239 features!

1

No.6338—The perennial favorite washable sheer rayon polka
dot, with a lot of dash! Navy,
Black, Brown and Green. Sizes
141
/
2 to 221
/
2. $8.95

Now Full-width Freezer! Holds 27 pounds of frozen food!
Freezes 14 ice cubes at once! Roomy freezer drawer for
storing extra frozen food or ice cubes.
Now Full-length Cold! 4 full-width shelves with plenty of
room in between. Automatic interior light. Thirteen temperature settings. Streamlined, full-length Therma-Door
can't warp or buckle. New, balloon-type gasket prevents
cold "leaks." Quiet, Penny-Pincher Power Unit backed
by Admiral's 5-Year Protection Plan.

Admiral

Generous tratie-Insi
Easy terms!
Coma in SOW

Bennett Electric
—2 STORES324 Walnut Street
217 Main Street

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

A. No. 6336—A gifted idea for
Mother's Day. Young in every
line. Wonderful,washable woven dotted Swiss with burrow
front edged in eyelet organdy.
Navy, Black, Brown or Green.
Sizes 141
/
2 to 221
/
2. $8.93

DON'T BLAME
THE GREMLINS
Our expert repairman will
quickly find and eliminate
those annoying noises in your
radio. If your set isn't giving
you full listening pleasure - I
phone us now.
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONE 4-0-1

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
O5 Commercial Ave.

SEE OUR WINDOWS -

to trust in the Lord. We got just of Mrs. Lucy Jones. She was cele- I hastesses, Mrs. Horace Alexandbrating her seventy-fourth birth- I er_ and Mrs. Billie Blakemorp.
some rain Monday night
day. Her children and a host of
Those\sending gifts were: Mrs.
my
but
garden
nice
has
a
I
ADVERTISEMENT
year each .uriless and until- the
friends and relatives were there. Josie Taylor, Mrs. Luke Fulcher,
the
much
but
ain't
so
chickens
•
by
- — contract shall be terminated
Mrs. Will
It seems as if fishing is a very Mrs. Clifton Taylor,
knows best but anything he
either of the ilarties hereto. Lord
CONTRACT FOR ELECTRIC
Sometimes the excting hobby to Mr. and Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Les Cruce and
satisfied.
am
do
I
may
hereto'
SERVICE
Either of the parties
* Custom made t oyour size
while Hubert Butler, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Miss Sue Cardwell. •
the way seems dark to me after
terminate this contract at
. STREET LIGHTING
lightens it up for me. Jones Brann and David. They
and Mrs. Herbert H. Clark
the
Lord
•
PE
Wot
R
nM A
coN
rrEoN
dT
e.; won't rust,
by
givThis agreement made and en- end.of any yearly period
were off fishing again, Sunday.
is why I love Ibim so.
and son, Tony, left Thursday for
other party written That
4>
tered. into this 1st day of May, ing to the
where they will visit
Mr. ind Mrs. Elzo Lowery, Mr. Chicago
I am a widow women but the
intention to termin• For any home or business
1950, by and between Kentucky notice of its
Lord is a great and good hus- and Mrs. Burch Moon and Mrs. friends and relatives.
installation; w i n d,o w s
hereinafter ate the contract thirty (30) days
Utilities Company,
all-day
attended
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce and
band for me. He always sending Lola Howard
doors, porches, etc.
yearly
end
of
such
prior
to
the
called the "Company", and the
New
Proservices
at
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce visitsomeone to help me. He said if I preaching
• ANY COLOR desired.
City of Fulton, Kentucky, here- period.
vidence Sunday.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
In witness whereof, the parties' keep His command and do the
inafter called."Customer". Witright thing He will always take
Mr. and'Mrs. Oria Foster visit- children, Edna and Willis Saturthis
contract
hereto
have
caused
nesseth:
Foster day night.
Mrs. Pete
to be executed by their duly au- care of me and I am trying to do ed Mr.' and
For Prompt Service Phone 502
Article I
I set out awhile Saturdv night.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
thorized offices, the day and year that with his help.
that
it
agrees
plenty of fruit trees and they are
The Company
isn't getting Mr. and Mrs. Howell were Sunfirst above written.
Mrs. Moss Pue
maintain
erect,
now full of ruit. Nothing done along so well now. She had to day guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. G.
will furnish,
acin
operate,
and
that but the good Lord.
clean, repair
have another blood transfusion Clark.
Olive Street
Fulton, Ky.
PIERCE STATION
Lighting
cordance with Street
If it ever has been prayer time Friday at the Riverside Hospital
Mrs. Will Thompson is spend,oro•••••
with
filed
1,
as
No.
Schedule
Rate
Mrs. Wyatt Hall spent Mon- it is now. My ex-boss man, Mr. in Paducah. She is some better ing a few days with her daughthe Public Service Commission of day night in Hornbeek with her P. W. Smith, he is in bad health now.
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Kentucky and as attached to and mother, Mrs. Charlie Ashley.
now but he sure is a good man.
Mr. abd Mrs. from Weems are Richard Childress.
made a part of this contract, elecRobey
of My husband, Hun Dear, is dead making it pretty well these cold
Mrs. Cornehams
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
tric street lights in Fulton, Ken- Union City spent last Friday with but he yet stays on my mind. I days.
and,Mrs. Les Cruce were their
tucky, and the Customer agrees her sister, Mrs. Claude Graddy. guess that he was born for me
Mr. and Mrs. Burnel Lowery daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Distinguished Fashions.for
that it will receive and pay for Mrs. Ellen Collins and daughter, but I tell you this one thing; I visited Mr. and
Mrs. Richard
Mr. and
_ such street lighting service at the Mrs. R. L. LeCornu of Chapel likes a marriage life better that Lowery and Mr. and Mrs. Evan Mrs. Earl Hutchison,
Mrs. Vance Hicks and Edna.
rate set forth in said Schedule. Hill community were afternoon t does single.
Lowery at Mayfield Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cruce and
street lighting guests. Mrs. Graddy hasn't been Do not expect a host of friends,
The minimum
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowery, Mr.
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Les
service to be so furnished by the so well for the past two weeks. At times you will be along;
and Mrs. Rufaus Lowery
and
_Company and received and paid
Mr, and Mrs. William Howell If you journey on life's pathway, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowery and Junior Cruce Sunday night.
for by the Customer, shall con- and children
Mr..and Mrs. Russell
Cruce
were
weekend You're sure to face the rain and visited Mr. and Mrs. Burnel Lownumber, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
sist of the following
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
storm.
ery awhile Sunday night.
size and type of street lights:
Vickery.
Mr. and Mrs. Elno Fogter and Joe D. McMackins of Troy.
41-6000 Lumen Series Lamps.
DeWitt Matthews and Mr. and
boys visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hol•
Route
Three
Chats
Payment for service to be in Mrs. William Earl Long attended
Dr. and Mrs. William H. Sewlis over the weekend.
twelve (12) equal monthly in- a singing
concert in Dresden
Mrs. Jack Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and ell and children are-visiting his
stallments. The first to be pay- Monday night and
report some
Chadwick.,
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Johnson and Lanetta visited Mr. and Mrs. Pete sister, Mrs. Oramus
• LINGERIE
able thirty days after commence- fine
• HOSIERY
and family in Ft. Thomas, Ky,
singing by the
Rangers children of Cuba spent Saturday Foster Monday.
ment of service at the rate of Quartete from Texas.
night with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Mrs. J. T. Hedge is a bit wor- and will go from there to Jack$116.16 each month and to be adMrs. Wallace Cunningham and Foster and Lanetta.
ried now. Her 200 baby chicks son, Ky., to-visit his parents, Mr.
justed as rates may be changed little daughter of Paducah
and Mrs. Ben Sewell.
are
Mrs. Pete Foster, Mrs. Marion have pneumonia.
• COSTUME JEWELRY
Public
by
The
from time to time
spending a few days
with her Jones and Jimmy were in Fulton
Commission.
Service
Phone 470 For Job Printing
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem, shopping Saturday. They visited
FULTON ROUTE 4
Article 11
The many friends of the Bob Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Stinnett on
• DRESSES
'HATS
The Customer may, from time Pitts family will b eglad to know Maple Street. He hasn't
been
Joyce Cruet
to time, cause to be increased the they have returned after a five feeling too well lately.
Makes
Mrs. Horace
Alexander and
number of street lights to be fur- months stay in Florida.
Bobby Ray Johnson spent the Mrs. Billie Blakemore were host- your work
MOTHER WILL LOVE A GIFT FROM THE - - nished hereunder, or cause to be
Miss Helen Rogers of Memphis weekend with
lighter
Lanetta
Jean esses to a lovely pink and blue
changed the size and-or type of is spending a few days with her Foster.
shower Thursday afternoon
at
THE
lights to be furnished hereunder, mother, Mrs. Mattie Rogers and
Mr. and Mrs. Cloy Yates had 2:30 when they
complimneted
provided that the expense of in- relatives in Fulton.
quite a few guests Sunday. They their sister, Mrs.
Minos Polslights " Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lowe, Mr. were: Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Yates, grove at her home.
stalling such additional
shall not exceed the annual reve- and Mrs. Robert Rogers and fam- Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Yates and
IRONER
Games and contests were playnue to be received by the Com- ily spent
$189.95—
Sunday at Reelfoot daughter,
Mr.and Mrs. Elbert ed with prizes going to, Mrs.
low monthly
pany for such lights and provided Lake.
Yates and family and Mr. and Grover Petty and Mrs. Robert
parlor's
300 MAIN STREET
PHONE 265
that the expense to the Company
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Raymond Mrs. Carley Guthrie. They all en- Glasco.
BENNETT
ELECTRIC
of any such change in size and-or and son, Don, of Memphis came joyed a swell birthday dinner in
Refreshments of
sandwiches,
217 Main
Fulton
type shall not exceed the annual up Sunday night for a two days honor of Cloy.
potato chips, pickles, cookies, ice
increase in revenues to be
re- visit with relatives.
rale
"••••••••\
J. B. Taylor spent
Saturday cream covered with strawberries
ceived by the
Company from
Mrs. Bud Stem has been sick night with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil were served to the
following
such changed
size or type
of with cold the past week.
Taylor and Harold.
guests: Mrs. Carl Puckett, Mrs.
lights..
Mrs. Jessie Raines of Kenton is
Mrs. Cecil Taylor has a new Townsend, Mrs. Lela Ward, Mrs.
Under the foregoing conditions. spending a few days with her refrigerator. Watch out, Alberta, ,Fop Polsgrove, Mrs.
Grover Petthe additional street lights" will daughter, Mrs. Jack Lowe.
[don't freeze.
ty, Mrs. Hoyt Griffin, Mrs. Bill
be installed and the changes in
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Manley anal_ _Uncle- Marshall -Lowery -had a 4-TaSTdr, Mrs. Bob -Whitehead, Mr
size or -type-sniff be-urade• by the Mr. and-IVIrs.-LeIand Adams of bad spell one day last week but Alton Alexander, Mrs.
Junl,
Company upon written request Fulton were Sunday
afternoon is better now.
!Cruce, Mrs. Robert Glasco, il
of the Customer, which written guests of their sister, Mrs. CharA surprise birthday dinner was Hussell
Polsgrove. the honor,
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
request shall be authorized by a les Lowe and Mr. Lowe.
givcn Survinv, April 30 in honor Mi-Q.
resolution of the legislative body
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
a
of the Customer.
"75" brings our .41,
4,
,
40.....
. t e•-11
Mississippi Plantation Life:
Such written request shall be
'7110
•••.‘
!eV
good foods to-your
made of the oompany at least
The Writings Of
ninety (90) drys prior to the bite
•
door! We give
J
Mattie Dear
-such addition,a1 street lights or
408 Eddings Street
such changes are required by the
prompt delivery,
In my distress I cried unto the
Customer.
Ann Whitnel
Ralph Breeden
choice
groceries
Lord
and
He
heard
me.
I
can
The price to be
say
paid by the
Licensed Funeral Director
Apprentice Funeral Director
and meats,
Customer for additional service thank the Lord rm feeling today
P. C. Jones,
covered by this Article of this like a spring chicken tast.
By
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.
know that I am:-5
agreement shall be in accordance tha• yin, may
with the Rate Schedule herein- feeling fine.
T
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
to church Sunday but
above referred to.
no one there
but me and
the
Article in
The Customer
will pay the Lord. I suppose the reason no
I
Company on or before the 10th one meet me on the condition of
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
day of each calendar month, at the weather because it sure did
'
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association. Ins
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
the office of the Company for ser- rain Saturday night but let me
vice rendered during the preced- tell you one thing; it is fine thing
•
ing month, an amount determined in accordance with the Street
Lighting Rate
Schedule No. I
heretofore referred to.
Article IV
The Company will exercise all
BETTY HARTFORD
reasonable
diligence to furnish
Customer at all times service as
herein contracted for but will
not be liable in damages for any
lilac, Green, Navy or Mellow, with white
interruption, deficiency or failure
of service, except that the Corn•olka-dots.
pany agrees to make deductions
for outages as provided in Article
—and be a thrifty surprise to your pocketbook
VI hereof. The Campany reserves
the right to interrupt the service
SLIPS: Nationally-advertised brand! Multi-filament
wheu such interruption is necessary for repairs to its lines or
crepe, guaranteed straight cut; white and
-_-.. ..
equipment.
-----tearose; sizes 32-40. Our reg. $2.98 slip
Article V
...--- ."?..;:!..,,•.!0-1.01:1;:-.-::14°•sift
,
iy0
,4,11410,:!„ -,•.`,4 .-f•
If Customer shall fail to perSLIPS: Nationally-advertised brand! Lace top and
MARCY LEE dresses
$8.98 to $12.98
form any of his obligations under
bottom; multi-filament crepe;
/
4 to
RITE - FIT (/
1
2 sizes) from 121
this contract, including prompt
- Our regular $3.98 slip
$1"
payment' of monthly bills, the
elfiz7-:ki.,:$7.98
501 2
....•,...,:•",i-'
Company may, be giving written
SLIPS: Beautiful white nylon tricot; lace top and
notice 10 days in advance, susVICKY VAUGHAN Juniors $4.98 to $6.98
bottom; something for Mother to cherish!
and will not be
pend delivery
Pretty new summer hats to match
liable in any manner for loss or
A regular $6.98 slip
Mother's new ensemble!
damage arising through such sus$2.98 and $3.98
pension nor will such suspension
interfere with the enforcement
GOWNS: Jersey, lace-trim; all sizes; white,
by Company of any other legal
00
right or remedy.
No delay by
maize, pink or blue
Company,in enforcing any of its
GOWNS: Nationally-advertised Blue Swan;
right hereunder will'be deemed a
‘yaiv."r of such rights, nor will a
,iersey trimmed in nylon. All sizes
waiver by the Company of any
.•
GOWNS: Lace-trim batiste; big, full-swing skirt.
one
Customer's
defaults be
.s•
deemed a waiver of any other,:
A Regular $3.98, nationally-advertised —
$198
or subsequent default.
brand
Article VI
lf in any month any lamp or
lamps should fail tc) burn as pro,777-1
vided, in the iota schedule and
such outage j reported to the
Company by any city official
Beautiful, Imported Batiste blouses;
New summer purses to match a neve
or police, there will be deducted
all new summer styles. Regular $2.98
ensemble
$1.98
from the monthly bill a propor$1.98
values
tionate *art of such bill based
PAJAMAS in batiste and jersey;
New silk and Batiste blouses, all
shorty or long styles: Regular 83.98,
upon the size of the lamp arid the
colors
$1.
nationally-advertised!
$1.98
hours of outage.
•(.•
will be made,
GIVE A BED SPREAD!
No deduction
r, for any outage previous
Chenille spreads. Full bed size:
-to th^ month in which the outage
soft and fluffy:
r-rri
is rer"rted.
Reg. $6.98 sellers
Article VII
$4.98
Jersey half-slips
2 for $1.
Thi• contract shall become efCotbm spreads. made by Bates.
Reg. 69c Blue Swan panties
pr.
$1.
2
fect% on the 1st day of June.
Full bed size;
New summer skirts
$1.98 to $2.98
1950, and shall remain in effect
Reg. $6.98 sellers
$4.98
Luncheon cloths
Et.
434 Lake Street
Fulton
for a period of one (1) year, and
.for additional periods of one (1)
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SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
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Mothers Day

Clarice Shop

Call 75

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

SAWYER'S MARKET

PHONE 88

A Personal Gift from The Leader Store
Will Make A Grand Hit With 114-ither

DRESSES

$ 8.98

$1"

$298

iZtr.zir

'298

The LEADER Store
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t rust,
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MISSIONARY SOCIETY
HAS „MEETING MONDAY
IN CHRISTIAN CHURCH

presided over the business ses- unison. During the buesiness sesMRS. STOKES
sion. The minutes were read and sion the secretary and treasurer's
HOSTESS TO
approved and the treasurer's re- reports were given and plans for
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Perry L. the Daily Vacation Bible School
The Woman's Missionary Soc- port given by
Stone.
Communication
from were discussed and
Mrs. W. B. Stokes was hostess
committees
the
iety of
First
Christian headquarters in regard to
the appointed. Mrs. Maxwell
to the Friday bridge club at her
McChurch met Monday afternoon International Convention to be
Dade, chairman of the nominathome on Jackson Street.
at 2:30 p. m. in the chapel of tlie held in Oklahoma City, Okla., the ing committee
announced the
A delicious dessert was'served
church with eight members pre- State Convention in
Danville, new officers for the year
as
the guests on arrival and games
sent.
Ky., and the District Convention follows: Mrs. F. D. Phillips, presiof contract were enjoyed. Mrs.
Mrs. Hubert Bennett gave the to be held in Fulton, June 22 at dent, Mrs. J. A. Poe, vice presiThomas Maddox won high score
devotional and opening
prayer the First Christian Church, Mrs. dent, Mrs. Clayburn
Peeples,
prize and Mrs. W. H. Sewell secand also gave the lesson
study Jake Huddleston read from the secretary and Mrs. Charles Bowond high. Mrs. Stanley Jones was
"Friendly
Journey in
Japan" Guidepost.
ers treasurer.
a guest to the club. .
which was most interesting. DifRev. Stone was
present and
Following the business
Mrs.
Members playing were; Mesferent paragraphs relating to the discussed 'the changes impending
Wallace Ashby, program leader
dames
Maddox, Sewell, J. L.
lesson was read by varioui mem- in the names of the Societies of
presented the
program.
Mrs.
Jones, Jr., C. D. Edwards, P. J.
bers. Questions and hidden ans- the church. The meeting was disPhillips gave the devotional. Her
Trinca, Jack
Carter and
wers from World Call were giv- missed with
Bill
prayer by
Rev. theme was "Thy Kingdom Come,
Hogg.
en in round table discussion.
Stone.
0 God," followed by prayer by
Mrs. H. B. Murphy, president,
Mrs. J. R. Holland will be host- Mrs. Perry L. Stone. Mrs. Ashby
MR. AND MRS. C. A. BOYD Mrs. 'read an interesting article "The
ess to the June meeting.
ATTEND BIRTHDAY DfNNER
Jake Huddleston will be leader.
Great Answer" by Fifiton Ousler.
IN BARDWELL, KY., SUNDAY
During the social hour a Bible
Dr. H.W.Connaughton CHRISTIAN GUILD
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Sr.,
quiz was enjoyed. The hostesses
ENJOYS MEETING
attended a surprise birthday dinserved
sandwiches and CocaVeterinary Service
MONDAY, MAY 1
ner Sunday- at the home of Mr.
Colas to eleven members. The
land Mrs. W. B. Robinson in BardPhone 807-R
The Guild of the First Christ- May meeting will meet with Mrs.
well, Ky.
ian Church met Monday night" at J. A. Poe with Mrs. Moore Joyor Call 70
The dinner was given for Mrs.
7:30 p. m. in the parlor of the ner co-hostess. Mrs. W. H. Sewell
Graduate Veterinarian
Bubby Turk, a niece of
Mrs.
church with Mrs. Harry L. Bus- will be program leader.
_
Boyd's.
hart and Mrs. Wallace. Shankle,
Located on Martin-Fulton
Guests Were relatives from
RONNIE HOMRA
Jr., hostesses.
Highway.
Barlow, Milburn and
Fulton.
Mrs. J. A. Poe, president, call- HONORED ON
There were thirty guests.
ed the meeting to order and the THIRD BIRTHDAY
Lord's Prayer was repeated
in
Mrs. Fred Homra honored her
little son, Ronnie, on his third
birthday Monday afternoon with
a party at their home on Norman
Street.
Mrs. Sally Blow of
JacksonMRS. ROBERTS
ville, Fla., is visiting her brother,
The living room was attracti- ENTERTAINS
Jess Nichols and Mrs. Nichols
vely decorated with clusters
of BRIDGE CLUB
who are ill at their
home on
colorful
balloons and suckers
Mrs. A. B. Roberts entertained Cedar street. They are both slowwhich was later given as favors.
afternoon bridge ly improving.
The feature entertainment of the Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Wright
home on
Jackson
the afternoon was games
and club. at her
and children, Emily and Douglas,
contests with Jackie Carter, Car- Street.
of Little Rock, Ark., are
the
ol Luther and Glenn Exum winnTwo tables of members enjoyed guests of her
parents, Mr. and
ing prizes.
the games of contract. Mrs. Mel Mrs. Miller Harpole on Jackson
• Late in the afternoon ice cream
Simons was high scorer for the street.
and cake was served from
the
afternoon.
Frank Cequin spent the weekpretty appointed
dining
table
At the conclusion of the games end with his family in Hunting-1
overlaid with a lace cloth and
centered with a beautifully dec- the hostess served a lovely salad don, Tenn.
Mrs. Ernest Cornick, the fororated birthday cake with three plate to the following members:
mer Jennie Taylor, has arrived
!glowing candles. Each
little Mesdames Simons, N. T. Morse,
guest's place was marked with C. L. Maddox, B. 0. Copeland, for an indefinite visit with her
Graham, Don Hill and sister, Mrs. E. E. 1Ciihes and Mr.
favors of cars and bags of candy. Robert
Kimes.
Ronnie received many nice gifts. Rupert Stilley.
Mrs. B. G. Hugg underwent a
, The guest list included: Carol
Phone 470 For Job Printing
major operation in Haws HospitLuther, Glenn
Exurri,_ Nancy
Tress, Maragaret Poe,. Freddy
1Hill. 5ackie Carter, Terry /ThomPHONE 1242-M
as, Mark Dalton, Pamela
,
and
t
REALLY
TO
.
of .po HERE — because this is the de
U:Lyri
Ronnie Homra.
(Or. White-Way Barber Shop; Jack Hogg )
pular tourbock 4-door SPECIAL
I,,.
lb.
Those sending gifts but were
Sedan, mode bright by silvery fends, trine and window moldings. Many Wm luxury touches inside too.
?
unable to attend were: Ann Will.. 1 .ieta
.s, Margaret Omar. Jane Edrnti
'
,
wards, Ward and Tommy Bush-
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al Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty of
Birmingham, Ala.,
spent
the
weekend with their mothers'Mrs
Effie Witty and Mrs. B. J. Williams and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hutcherson

left Monday for a month vacation
to Mt Holly, N_ J., Detroit and
Canada_
G. A. Legg has returned from
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
and is doing nicely at his house
on Vine Street.

Shell Horsehide Shoes

Sizes 6-12; Moulded back; heavy brown genuine Vul-Oark
sole; steel arch; Goodyear ;reit construction.
OTHER HORSEHIDE SHOES; others in retan, and elk

1

Town Topics

EXPERT AUTO PAINTING
BODY WORK, GENERAL REPAIR

Enamel Paint Job
$40.00

°11i
1
oUCIE
MILK CO.

citatit A"
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

t

iara's clever
As can be
Chocolate milk's
Her specialty.

SERVICE AND DUALITY
PHONE 813!

1
I RICHARD CARDWELL
.COMPLIMENTED ON
BUtTHDAY SATURDAY

• W•41lP4PER •

1

Richard Cardwell was honored
on his ninth birthday Saturday
, afternoon from three to six thirty
I with a Weiner roast given by his
From our fine stock of
-Imother Mrs. Ernest Cardwell at
papers,
I their home on East State Line.
, Games were enjoyed the early
You'll find the very thing
part of the afternoon after which
, weiners and marshmallows were
To brighten drab
roasted on the back lawn.
Ice
interiors
cream was served from an attractively appointed table
centered
With walls that sing of
with a pretty decorated birthday
cake with lighted candles. The
spring!
WALLY
group sand 'Happy Birthday" to
Richard. He received many nice
'gifts.
Come to EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMInvited guests were;
Murray
PANY today. . see all the pretty new patterns Clark, Terry
Clark,
David
Speight,
Barry
Strong, Johnny
we have. . . designed to give the "New Look"
Allen, Tommy
Allen, Charles
to every room in your home!
Huddleston, Joe Ed Bush, Jimmy
Newton, Jimmy Wade, Robert
This Spring resolve to repaper those old Stephenson, Tommy Fields, Bobby Hyland, Glenn Cook, Pat
faded walls, give new life to therooms and halls Dowdy,
Brenda
Rita,
. . . and NEW ENJOYMENT out of living in Jame and Judy Brown,
Keiser, Ruth
your home. The low cost may surprise you; we Louise Butts, Delores Morris.
Alice Fay Barkley, Jo Ann Covoffer you papers in all price ranges to fit most ington,
Susan
Bushart, Helen
anyone's budget.
Ann Strange, Mary Ann Bennett,
Sidney Calliham, Eva Jo Reams,
Paula Lee Cardwell of
Union
City. Tommy Exum sent a gift
but did not attend.
Mrs. Cardwell was assisted in
entertaining
by
Mrs. Gene
Fulton
207 Church Street —
Dowdy, Mrs. Jack Allen and Mrs.
, James L. Cardwell of Union City.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

1

Ter fawn,1. TAYLOR.
ABC Nesweat. mess Nadas esemme•

Whyjustlisten toreasons?

COMESEEFOR YONIS11,
!

HIS TIME wed like to tell you about
something that you cannot see in this
picture—something, in fact, you cannot
know about from looking at someone
else in a passing Buick—or from viewing
a Buick on our showroom floor.

T

It's the feel you get from a Buick in
motion.
You are going to find out that it is something like traveling on your own private,
jet-propelled cloud—only firmer.
lunch

M aybe you know a stretch of wash-

refreshed

board road, where you have to slow
down, or bounce and jitter.
Try that in a Buick and see how you
keep a level, comfortable boulevard
smoothness.

most of their jolt when youlre at the
wheel of a Buick—or in the rear seat.
In a few simple words—the ride of any
Buick—SPECIAL,SUPER Of ROADMA.iTER
— IS out of this world.

We could give you a lot of reasons.
Soft coil springs on all.four wheels, for
example—the firm linkage of the tdrquetube drive—the distribution of weight—
big soft tires on wide rims — the way
Buick engines are mounted.

ONLY BUICK HAS

Even Dynaflow Drive*— always silksmooth and free of geared-drive harshness—plays its part in the marvelous
Buick ride.
But why simply listen to reasons?
Experience is still the best teacher.
Come see for yourself why the Buick
ride is called "matchless"—and how
little it costs to replace a iitterbuggy with
one of these level-striding honeys.
•sw...ure on

ROA DIWASTER. cipitaissi as extra cast as
SUPER and SPECIAL made!.

Dywalloro,„„, AND

WITH IT GO,

HIGHER-COMPRESSION Fireball valve-in-head power in three engines. (New F-263 sepias, in SUPER
models.) • NEW-PATTERN STYUNO, with MULTI-GUARD forefront, taper-Ifseorgh Ihred•rs, s'ek,bl•
bubble" taillights • WIDE-ANGLE VISIBILITY, close-up road view both forward and bock • Tr
HANDY SIZE, less orer-all length for *osier parking and garaging, short turning nadirs •
WIDE SEATS cradled between the axles • SOfr BUICK RIDE, front oll•coil springing, Safety
lorr-proAsure tires, ride-steadying torque-tube

•

WIDE ARRAY Of MODELS with Body

Maybe you're always on edge to dodge
dips and chu-kholes. Those also lose

EAD1

ed size;
$4.98

WINt KFY 1OA1VMN

Phone your BUICK dealer for a demonstration—Right Now!—

Bites.
... $4.91
,fek for it either ems —Seth
trede-marks mean Mr same thing.
BOTT1111 UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC
01930, The Loco-Colo Comoony

When better automobiles Use built BUICK will build

NOTICE: Engraved wedding in-!Jersey Bull Announced
ters averaging 82.5%.
Most Complete Stockvitations announcements, callRemus was bred by the Univering cards, and stationery, may- By KABA as Supeirior
one
was
sity
and
of
Connecticut
be ordered at anytime from
Jersey bull,
!Political Announcements
The registered
Scotts Floral Shoppe, Fulton. 'Storrs Remus, owned by the Ken- of the hest senven star bulls of
anto
authorized
is
News
The
the breed. Remus was developed
noi•ce the candidacy of the fol. WANTED TO BUY:'39, '40-or '41 tucky Artificial Breeding AssociForch Chevrolet or Plymouth ation has just recently been an- and proven by the University of
BUYTSELL—laRE—RENT
lowing, subject to the action of
from original owner. Will con- nounced by the American Jersey Kentucky and sold to the Kenthe Tennessee Democratic Priwith an economical classified mary to be held on Thursday, sider equity in later model car.
Cattle Club is having qualified tucky Artificial Breeding Ass(
each
read
column,
ad in this
Box 202, The Fulton News.
ciation.
August 3, 1950:
a Superior Sire.
as
442 Luke Street
Fulton
the
throughout
week
Remus has been bred artificihaving 28 testby
qualifies
He
method
BEAN
HAY
other
LORADO
No
-LITTLE
area.
trade
Representative
S.
U.
ally
to
For
over
5.000
cows.
J. T. Lawson, ed daughters that. average 8,434
SEED. Call
reaches so many for so little.
(Ninth Congressional District)
981-J-1 or Leon Browder, 1009. pounds of milk, 457 pounds of
First Insertion 3e per word
Phone 470 For Job Printing
and 28-classified daughTo
(minimum, 500
Robert A.(Fats)Everett FOR SALE: My home in Rice- butterfat
lvse
Insertion
Succeeding
Each
hot
with
ville. 5-room house
per word.
DR. W. TOSH
and cold water; full bath, large
garage, coal house, wash house
We will be glad to help you
Eyesight Specialist
with hot and cold water; other
prepare your ad at our office;
outbuildings. Nice corner lot.
Fulton
206 Main St.
1
or mail it in with the money.
-Verley Scott.
(Across from Bennett
All classified ads are cash in
POULTRY AND HOG RAISERS:
Drug Store)
advance.
Now is the time for Chick-tone.
increase your
Guaranteed to
Spinets
What Is your favorite
Used
egg production. Best for baby
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in
LIKE NEW
department in your A&P?
white
worms,
for
304
too,
chicks
Co.
Drilling
stalled. Parks
Steinway, Knabe, Story &
diarrhea, also pig and hogtone
Paschall Street. Martin HighMost customers usually
Lester, Wurlitzer and
Clark,
1383.
Phone
the worm treatment that never
way, Fulton, Ky.
have such a favorite, for any
many others.
Co.,
Milling
Valley
Water
fails.
—
one of the following reasons:
Priced from
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOWater Valley, Ky., and Neal
IONA CREAM STYLE
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
Ward and Son, Fulton.
The way it is set up
$395
or
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics,
WHITE OR GOLDEN
new
on
trade
in
taken
were
All
inoculated
easy.
DOGS;
long
shopping
makes
DOGS, YES
45 RPM, etc. Standard or
Pianos.
Rdldwin
Cherry
Dr.
Call
Walrabies.
against
- playing. Sport Center. 324
The personnel is espeat Evans Drug Store; leave
nut, Fulton, Ky.
Feezle Piano Sales
cially c •rrteous and helpyour number.
Ky.
Paducah,
Broadway
622
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
GOOD QUALITY IONA
ful.
SPRING
and automatic models, $124.95
service.
have
is here. Now is the time to
and up. Sales and
The variety, quality
BARGAINS!
your old harness and collars reBennett Electric, Phone 201, Heavy, felt-base 9x12 Byrd's
SULTANA
value of the food
and
Fulton, Ky.
$ 8.95 paired.
RED
rugs
your
solve
helps
offered
WRIGHT,
A. J.
tonight, Table-top oil coolcstove, in good
OFFICERS' MEETING
the harness man,
menu and budg4t prob.
$19.95
condition
invited.
members
7:30 p. m. All
'TURNIP
KALE
located in the Kentucky Hardkm.,
OR MUSTARD
Loyal Order of Moose, 212 General-Electric 7-cubic foot
ware building. 318 Walnut,
$59.95
refrigerator
Fulton.
Street,
Church
Fulton.
We want every department
$49.95
Crosley refrigerator
•STOVEWOOD, slab wood and Norge refrigerator, 6-cubic foot
in your A&P to be just as
inoculated
DOGS;
YES,
DOGS,
$49.95
sawdust for sale. -Pierce-Cesize
attractive and satisfying as
against rabits. Call Dr. Cherry
THANK YOU BRAND
quin Lumber Company, Teleat Evans Drug Store; leave
your favorite.
phone 33.
FOURTH STREET
SLICED
your number.
It will help us make
Furniture Store
Spinet,
PIANOS, brand- new
OLD VIRGINIA
Phone 164 FOR SALE: Like-new Singer
your store a better place
any finish, $465.00; these are 225 East Fourth
below
$75
Machine,
Sewing
regular $600, pianos with full HOSPITALIZATION and surgito shop if you tell us•the
cost. Neely Dress Shop, 505
used
keyboards. Guaranteed
cal benefits. Enroll now with
things you like best about
Tenn.
City,
Union
Street,
Holm
PHILLIPS
pianos, $95.00 4. Free delivold-line company; maximum
WHOLE IRISH
••.
Phone 615.
your A&P.
Edwards, on 6th
ery. Harry
cost.
Secbenefits; minimum
Street (in front of the CourtSunday
spent
Bushart
ComGale
Insurance
ured Casualty
Please write:
house), Paducah, Ky.
pany; Gladys F. Hyland, en- night with his grandparents at
Relations D.portment,
Orby
Mrs.
Oak,
and
Wow
Pilot
Mr.
Box
representative.
rollment
AUTO GLASS installed while
Bushart.
315, Fulton; Phone 1185.
MP Food St‘1,: es
you wait. Satisfaction guaranteed. Complete glass service;
420 Lexington Avenue
table tops, windows, structural
New York 17, N. Y.
glass, shelves, etc. Plate glass.

_
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In West Retnohy

CLASIFIED ADS

At tl
Route
sign h
says "
folks t
and da:
have ti

Phone 237

It Pays Advertise In The NEWS

Customers'
Corner

ONLY la at AO
PORK & BEANS IONA
foRN
BEETS OR CARROTS IONA
HOMINY
II BEANS
KIDNEY
GREENS
APPLE BUTTER
PEACHES
APPLE JELLY
POTATOES

LARD 7:111 4

Fulton Paint & Glass Co. 210
Church Street; phone 909.
MAKES SEWING MACHNES repaired; all work guarteed. New and used machines for sale. Contact Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main Street,
Fulton; agency for The Sewing
Machine Center of Cairo, Ill.

CORN

13111.r C. Fry
Jeweler

•

See Us Before You Buy
OUR KEE IS RIGHT

Watch arid c1ack rewiring
Prompt service
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Street
Across from the telephon.! office

Our used cars are cars
you trill be proud
to own

BEANS

GRASSES

•

No. 2

2

29

Cans

CAMPBELL'S FANCY

HYBRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G
and Broadbent hybrids.

TOMATO
JUICE

rITE FLEE-FT OW LIME & FERTILIZER SPREADER is the
we ever hav seen. It is GUARANTEED to spread ANY
Kir ANY amotr- t, in ANY condition. PI•n•e 651 tor A FREE
DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM, NOW!
Authorized dealers for

We Sell
Installed and in operation
In three hours.

See us for your farm and
home needs. Good stocks.

20-0Z 23'

2

( au.

roNA BROKEN SLICES

N '1"
( an

29e

' AUTHORIZED DEALERS:

Phone•183

LEEDS CORNED BEEF

CROP
SPRAYER

Fulton, Ky.
'WANTED TO BUY: Logs, Standing timber: D. B. Landruin,
Buyer Briney Lumber Co. Madisonville, Ky. For further information call Red Coleman at
Service
Coleman's
Station,
Phone 68, Fulton, Ky.

HASH

IT WILL

NOT DRIP

25"

Can

HEINZ FREsII

CUCUMBER
PICKLES

5.00 PER WEEK

Earle Hotel
204 Plain
Phone 55

THE AMAZING 2te/17
SPECIALLY DESIGNED

SPRAYER
ALL-PURPOSE
WITH SELECTIVE
All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS

I.

PRICED LOW
Eftloq ``''t 7irowi
EASY
TERMS
TOO!

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

37,50

• 1.1 H.P. Four-Cycle
Air Cooled Motor
• Finsor-Tip Control For
C oft, ard Throttle
• "3 Itch CA 4;1 Width

TIRESTONE
Hor

& Auto Supplies

hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.
!ire

Hornheak & Holland, Owners
112 Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.

•

Ben,
ber,
tion un
ago. As
ing, the
a little
intende
ens, ha
two an
They're
but thc
what tl
For i
he plc
Said h
from t'
you e•
away."
Ben ar
"Yea
bit of
cow, ti
that c
into a
caught
plum
her. W
land tc
but th

do a t
the tir

5 LBS. 43"
2LB. g9(.

BULK

"Eve
seems
Pascha
time s
half of
and he
the dir
stayed
too."

59"
39"
49"
15"
49(
49"

U. S. No. 1 MICHIGAN
WASHED
CALIFORNIA SUNKIST
(Approx. 35c doz.)
60 SIZE

+mg

"We
off of
what v
what r
We ji.
busy
daily
then ti
ble. W
Sunda:
do chr
really
anythi
comes

HEAD

10"
LB.
53"
LB.
57"
LB.
43'
1-LB.
PKG. 49"
LB.
15'

1• All. PAPER CLEANER

.

bars

22c

AJAX CLEANSER, 2 cans
I.ACNOFtv

OCTAGON SOAP, 3 large

The
when
piest
left th
things
quickl:
weren'
everyk
they a

29c
25c

CINCY, 2-12-oz. cans

MAYONNAISE, 16-oz. jar 41c Sandw. Spread, 16 en. jar 33c
29eFRENCH DRESS., 8-oz. . 21c PRUNE JUICE, qt.
jar
SHEDDS OLD STYLE SAUCE,8-oz.

"I te
off of
we'd s
having
ed ton
everyb
slips
but yr]
didn't
T11 tel
people

LB.
8 BAG
fziov
10 LB.
BAG
LB. 14"

LEITUCE
READY - TO - EAT HAMS Sunnyfield
Shank Portion
FRESH
FRYERS FULL DRESSED
SLICED BACON ,Iiii-DGACWOND
SKINLESS WIENERS
OCEAN FISH VAING

SALAD DRESSING

KEYKO

OLEOMARGARINE
WHITE
1-LB. CTN.

31e

IA R(
BAR
Regular Bar

LARGE
PACKAGE
Regular Pkg.

13'

Strained or Chopped

cANs 33,,

16c

PRINCESS
CRACKERS
1-LB.
BOX

25'

41(

MP FOOD STORE
IVORY
SOAP
PERSONAL SIZE

4

25'
hr

PETER PAN
Peanut Butter

GERBERS
BABY FOOD

4

COLOReD
1-LB. CTN:

IVORY
FL AKES

L AVA
S OAP

Cereal-8 07. pkg.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

10'
10"
113e
10'
10"
10"
10'
10'
10e
10"

POUND 55f,
‘I
PAIL

'POTATOES

including

SEMI - SOLID "E"
Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A
For starting and growing calves
SEMI - SOLID EMULSION
For growing and finishing pigs

•

Varieties)
ANGEL FOOD RING
BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS
POTATOES
FLORIDA
ORANGES (5JUICY
Lb. Bag 35c)

SHEDDS LADY BETTY

HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE - GALLONAGE -SPEED

‘;Aesedi
(

19'

Jar

No. 2
Can
No. 2
Can
No. 2
Can
No. 21 z
Can
20-0z.
Can
No. 2
Can
14-0Z.
JAR
11-0Z.
CAN
8-0Z.
JAR
No. 2
Can

, Rana
to visit
via in
far off
got to
things
the ma
two pe
luck an
we eve

AMERICAN
CHEESE FOOD
LOAF
LAYER
(Creme Filled)
8-in.
CAKE
Size
JANE PARKER FRESH BAKED
PIES (5
Delicious
EACH
EACH
ORANGE
ICED
PLAIN
PKG.
NEW RED
lbs.
10

PINEAPPLE

HANNA'S PAINTS

Used Car Lot
IRS Church

PEARS
HALVES IN SYRUP

CHEMICALS FOR SPRAYING
SOYBEANS: MeCoupin, S-100, Ogden, Arksoys, Black Tarheel
and Virginia Browns.

SURGE MILKERS
TAYLORS

FERTILIZER

NAVY BEANS
CHED -O BIT
DEVILS FOOD

THANK YOU KIEFER

of lifie
seen.

JAR

59'

22''

BARS

2

JOAN OF AR('

CLEANSER

RED KIDNEY
BEANS
26-0Z,
Can

WESSON
OIL
PT

15'

SUNBRITE

2(.Arcs 1 70

,
340

WRISLEY
BAG SOAP
10 CAKES IN
PLASTIC BAG

BARS

KIRKS CASTILE
SOAP

300 'Fr 580

120

SNOWDRIFT
SHORTENING

3 :8„, 85"
I lb can

ii e
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